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Abstract
Trapped atomic ions represent well-controlled quantum systems with various applica-
tions, for example in precision spectroscopy, quantum information and quantum sim-
ulation, as well as in frequency standards. The latter have been providing significant
contributions in numerous technical applications and physical experiments over the last
60 years.
Within the past two decades, a new generation of frequency standards has been taking
its position next to the established systems based on atomic microwave transitions and
has even surpassed the latter in terms of accuracy and stability, although not yet in
terms of reliability. These frequency standards based on atomic optical transitions in
particular systems based on trapped ions, offer an unprecedented level of control of the
atomic system. Highest accuracies in frequency measurements are currently obtained
with single ion or two-species ion systems due to the high environmental isolation.
In terms of stability, however, a limitation is set by the inherently low signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of such systems, and an improvement by scaling up the number of ions was
prevented so far because of increasing systematic frequency shifts due to imperfections
in the trap geometry. In contrast, other systems based on neutral atom ensembles profit
from their higher signal-to-noise ratio in terms of short-term stability, but experience a
trade-off in environmental isolation which leads to a more difficult handling of systematic
uncertainties.
The motivation of this work lies in the attempt to combine the advantages of both
systems by developing a scalable trap structure to trap arrays of linear Coulomb crystals.
Here, the gain in SNR should not be be paid-off with a decrease in accuracy. To obtain
a low accuracy with a larger ensemble of ions a detailed analysis of the trap design is
done in terms of machining tolerances and alignment errors.
As a candidate for a multi-ion optical clock 115In+ is introduced, sympathetically
cooled by 172Yb+ ions. The latter is further used as an atomic test system for the
characterization of prototype ion traps, that are designed, assembled and tested in this
work. The introduced experimental apparatus is optimized for tests of trap designs and
measurements of residual radiofrequency (rf) fields, which can contribute significantly to
systematic frequency shifts at the envisaged level in relative accuracy of < 10−18.
The results of this work demonstrate the capability of the introduced trap design
to enter a new regime of precision and control that is required in clock spectroscopy,
geodesy or extra-terrestrial navigation.
Furthermore, the system serves as a testbed for various physical studies, exempli-
fied in the presented measurements regarding the non-equilibrium nature of structural
phase transitions in Coulomb crystals. Here, the formation of defects during the non-
adiabatically driven linear to zigzag phase transition is investigated numerically and
experimentally and compared to predictions of universal scaling laws.
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2Zusammenfassung
Gespeicherte atomare Ionen stellen Quantensysteme mit hoher Kontrollierbarkeit dar,
welche Anwendung in einer Vielzahl von Gebieten finden: von Pra¨zisionsspektroskopie
u¨ber Quanteninformation und Quantensimulation zu Frequenzstandards. Letztere haben
innerhalb der vergangenen 60 Jahre signifikante Beitra¨ge in verschiedensten technischen
Anwendungen und physikalischen Experimenten geleistet.
Innerhalb der letzten 2 Jahrzehnte, ist eine neue Generation von Frequenzstandards
entwickelt worden, welche die etablierten auf atomaren U¨bergangen im Mikrowellen-
bereich basierten Systeme in Genauigkeit und Stabilita¨t schließlich sogar u¨bertrafen,
aber noch nicht in Zuverla¨ssigkeit. Diese auf optischen atomaren U¨berga¨ngen basierten
Frequenzstandards, insbesondere solche, die auf gespeicherten Ionen basieren, bieten
eine unu¨bertroffene Manipulierbarkeit der atomaren Referenz. Systeme mit einzelnen
Ionen oder Zwei-Ionen Systeme erzielen ho¨chste Genauigkeiten bei Frequenzmessungen
aufgrund des hohen Grads an Isolation von der Umgebung.
Die Stabilita¨t solcher Systeme ist allerdings limitiert aufgrund des innewohnenden
niedrigen Signal-zu-Rausch-Verha¨ltnisses und dessen Erho¨hung durch eine gro¨ßere An-
zahl an Ionen war bislang nicht mo¨glich ohne zunehmende systembedingte Frequenzver-
schiebungen aufgrund von mechanischen Toleranzen in der Fallenherstellung. Im Kon-
trast dazu profitieren Systeme, die auf Ensembles neutraler Atome basieren, von ihrem
charakteristischen hohen Signal-zu-Rausch-Verha¨ltnis, mu¨ssen aber mehr Aufwand gegen
Sto¨reinflu¨sse aus der Umgebung und damit einhergehende systematische Unsicherheiten
betreiben.
Die vorliegende Arbeit versucht die Sta¨rke beider Arten von Systemen in der Ent-
wicklung einer skalierbaren Fallengeometrie zum Speichern von Gruppen von linearen
Coulomb-Kristallen zu verbinden. Dabei sollen keine Kompromisse zwischen Signal-zu-
Rausch-Verha¨ltnis und Genauigkeit gemacht werden. Um dies zu erreichen, wurden die
Einflsse von Herstellungstoleranzen und Ungenauigkeiten beim Zusammenbau detailliert
untersucht.
Als mo¨glicher Kandidat fu¨r eine Multi-Ionen optische Uhr wird 115In+ vorgestellt,
welches sympathisch von 172Yb+ geku¨hlt wird. Letzeres wird auch als Testsystem zur
Fallencharakterisierung von Prototypen, welche in dieser Arbeit entworfen, gebaut und
getestet werden, benutzt. Der hier vorgestellte experimentelle Aufbau ist optimiert fu¨r
die Fallencharakterisierung und die Messung remanenter elektrischer Wechselfelder im
Fallenzentrum, welche deutlich zur systematischen Unsicherheit beitragen ko¨nnen bei
der Zielsetzung einer relativen Ungenauigkeit von < 10−18.
Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit demonstrieren die Fa¨higkeit der vorgestellten Fallen-
struktur, einen neuen Grad von Pra¨zision und Kontrolle zu erlangen, welcher Voraus-
setzung fu¨r Uhren-Messungen, Geoda¨sie oder extraterrestrische Navigation ist.
Des Weiteren bietet das vorgestellte System die Mo¨glichkeit, verschiedenste physik-
alische Untersuchungen durchzufu¨hren. Dies wird beispielhaft durch Messungen auf
dem Gebiet der nichtlinearen Dynamik in strukturellen Phasenu¨berga¨ngen in Coulomb-
Kristallen gezeigt. Dabei wird die Entstehung von strukturellen Defekten wa¨hrend des
u¨beradiabatisch getriebenen linear zu ”zigzag” Phasenu¨bergangs numerisch und experi-
3mentell untersucht und mit Vorhersagen u¨ber eine universelle Abha¨ngigkeit verglichen.
Schlagworte: Ionenfalle, Mikrobewegung, Optische Atomuhr, Kibble-Zurek Mechanis-
mus
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis consists of two thematically separated, yet fundamentally connected parts.
The main focus is on the part which documents the design, assembly and characterization
of a segmented linear Paul trap for precision spectroscopy of Coulomb crystals.
Due to the demonstrated high-level control and longterm stability of this trap, statis-
tical measurements have been carried out regarding the non-equilibrium dynamics during
structural phase transitions in Coulomb crystals. These will be described subsequently,
exemplifying the versatility of the trap introduced in the main part.
Frequency is the measurement quantity with the highest degree of accuracy. Due
to this, frequency standards are established as a tool within most fields of technology
and a wide range of fundamental research areas aside from the traditional task as a
time reference. Two prominent examples are the global positioning system (GPS) or
experiments regarding the question if the constants in fundamental physical theories
are, in fact, constant.
The constantly advancing performance of frequency standards goes hand in hand
with technological progress, exemplified in the development of microwave based Cs beam
clocks in the 1950s outperforming the previous systems based on mechanical oscillators
in terms of accuracy within only a short period [1]. In turn, the performance of many
technological applications, like the stated GPS or network synchronization, relys on the
quality of the frequency reference provided by the used frequency standard.
A similar relationship exists between frequency standards and fundamental research.
The most stringent tests of physical theories are obtained by doing frequency measure-
ments and many experiments rely on stable references. One example is the determination
of the fine-structure constant α = e2/(4piε0~c) ∼ 1/137 from the compared frequency
measurements of an Al+ and Hg+ atomic clock [2]. Here, a repeated precise measurement
of α over about a year lead to the preliminary constraint for a possible temporal drift of
the fine-structure constant of α˙/α = (1.6± 2.3)× 10−17 a−1. Comparing this Al+ clock
to a similar system with the same clock ion species demonstrated the measurement of
relativistic frequency shifts with unprecedented sensitivity [3]. In this experiment, time
dilation was demonstrated in two ways. The first was to measure a change in fractional
frequency difference of the two Al+ clocks of (4.1 ± 1.6) × 10−17 after a change of their
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relative distance in height by only 33 cm, thus illustrating the difference in the rates
of two clocks experiencing unlike gravitational potential. In the same experiment time
dilation due to a change in relative speed of the clock ions could be demonstrated by
introducing controlled harmonic motion to one of the ions.
Atomic frequency standards based on microwave transitions play a central role in
many applications due to their high degree of reliability, that concludes from the long
period of continuous improvement since their advent around 1950 [4]. The first systems
already exhibited relative accuracies on the order of 1 part in 1010. With the technique
of laser cooling introduced in 1975 [5–8], not only the existing systems experienced an
improvement in performance [9,10], but also new systems became attractive in the field
of precision spectroscopy. In 1981, shortly after the successful trapping of a laser cooled
single ion [11], Hans Dehmelt proposed the use of an optical transition in a single trapped
ion as a reference with a possible frequency resolution of 1 part in 1018 [12].
The first optical frequency standards, however, could not utilize their full potential
yet. A significant step towards the spectroscopy of narrow optical transitions was taken
by stabilizing the spectroscopy laser to isolated ultra-stable optical cavities to reach
unprecedented linewidths [13, 14]. With this, cooling techniques like sideband cooling
enabled recoil-free spectroscopy and reduction of motion-induced relativistic frequency
shifts. The femtosecond frequency comb [15] facilitates measurement of optical frequen-
cies by transferring them to the electronically countable regime in a compact and reliable
setup.
Today, optical clocks have surpassed microwave standards in terms of accuracy and
stability, but yet require further improvements in terms of reliability for the use as a
primary frequency standard. With a relative accuracy below 10−17 within reach, new
applications emerge for optical clocks in various fields: further improvements of tests of
fundamental theories, as well as in geodesy or navigation in space are only few examples.
For these applications to be realized, considerable effort has to be put in improving the
accuracy down to 10−18 or below. This can be achieved by reduction of systematic shifts
with better control of the system and reduction of the measurement time by improved
short-term stability in order to minimize the contributions of drifts and to increase the
reliability of the system.
Today’s best optical clocks in terms of accuracy are two-species ion systems [16],
where the clock ion is sympathetically cooled by another ion and the detection is real-
ized by quantum logic spectroscopy [17]. The use of single-ion clocks offers an excellent
potential to reach lowest frequency inaccuracy with the trade-off of limited short-term
stability due to their intrinsically low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). One approach to im-
prove the short-term stability of the clock measurement is to increase the spectroscopy
pulse time on long-lived atomic states [16, 18]. This naturally limits the number of
available clock ion candidates and places severe requirements on the clock laser stability.
Another approach is to increase the SNR with a larger number of clock ions [19,20].
The challenge in doing this is to provide a trap that is capable of offering confinement
without introducing excessive systematic frequency shifts due to residual rf fields. Linear
Paul traps in principle offer an extended region, however, current limitations in accuracy
are due to residual axial rf fields in such a system [16] caused by trap imperferctions.
9In the field of quantum information and quantum computation considerable effort
has been put into the development of miniaturized scalable trap structures, optimized
for fast ion transport with relevant timescales in the millisecond regime or below [21–
29]. For optical clocks, the dimensions should be larger to reduce heating rates [30, 31]
during measurement cycles on the scale of seconds. Together with maximal optical access
and low machining and alignment tolerances, stringent conditions emerge for the trap
development.
The main part of this work is dedicated to the development, assembly and charac-
terization of a scalable linear Paul trap that can be used to operate a multi-ion optical
clock with an array of linear ion chains and in doing so, offer a high level of control and
lowest systematic frequency shifts of |∆ν/ν| ≤ 1× 10−18 due to residual rf fields.
In Ch. 2 the atomic properties of 115In+ are presented to motivate its use in an opti-
cal clock with many ions and benchmarks are set in the development of a suitable trap
design. Technical guidelines for the trap design are derived analytically and numerically.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the development and the assembly of a prototype trap to
demonstrate the operational aspects and optimized features of the trap design that is
derived in the preceding Chapter, including a detailed numerical analysis of the trap po-
tential. The atomic test system 172Yb+ and experimental setup are introduced in Ch. 4,
including the used lasers and the laser stabilization. Tests of the atomic ovens for both
indium and ytterbium are shown and the photoionization processes are illustrated. The
vacuum system, the electronics for the trap control and their calibration are presented.
The prototype trap is characterized in Ch. 5 in terms of trap parameters, residual
rf electric fields and longterm stability. A second trap with similar dimensions and
a different manufacturing technique is characterized as well and compared to the first
trap. For the measurement of rf fields, photon-correlation spectroscopy is used. The
technique is characterized and its sensitivity evaluated to investigate its ability as a tool
to characterize ion traps that are used in metrological applications.
In Ch. 6 the high-level control of Coulomb crystals in the prototype trap is shown
exemplified in measurements on the non-equilibrium dynamics during structural phase
transitions in Coulomb crystals. The formation of defects during the non-adiabatically
driven linear to zigzag transition is investigated, in particular the scaling of the rate of
defects as a function of the rate at which the phase transition is driven.
A summary and outlook in Ch. 7 combines the conclusions that are derived in the
preceding chapters.
Chapter 2
Theory
In this chapter, a motivation is given for the development of a segmented linear Paul
trap, with which it is possible to perform high-precision spectroscopy on linear Coulomb
crystals. First, the advantageous atomic properties and low systematic shifts of the clock
candidate 115In+ are summarized, which set requirements for the trap design.
Second, a brief review of the theoretical framework of the Paul trap is shown to
introduce the relevant parameters which are taken into account during optimization of
the trap design.
Influences of the trap geometry on systematic shifts in clock spectroscopy are pre-
sented, which in turn give feedback to the trap design and provide reasons why a seg-
mented trap structure is used. Phase shifts of the rf trapping field due to geometric and
electrical imperfections are calculated and the resulting systematic frequency shifts of
the clock transition are estimated.
The last section focuses on residual axial rf fields, which are negligible only in an
ideal Paul trap, whereas in practise their contribution reaches an order of magnitude
that puts limits on the performance of a clock measurement. Finite element method
(FEM) analysis is carried out in order to study the effects of the geometry itself as well
as tolerances in machining and alignment. From the calculations an optimized design is
derived.
2.1 115In+ as a suitable candidate for a multi-ion clock
This section details on the work in Herschbach et al. [19]. The single 115In+ ion is a
well known, previously investigated candidate for an ultra-stable and accurate optical
clock [32–34]. Its narrow clock transition 1S0 ↔ 3P0 at 236.5 nm, with a natural linewidth
of Γ = 2pi × 0.8 Hz and electronic quadrupole moment Θ = 0, see Fig. 2.1, makes it an
interesting candidate for a scalable optical clock with many ions.
The possibility to detect the quantum information of the clock excitation directly via
the 3P1 state with a natural lifetime of 0.44µs (Γ = 2pi × 360 kHz) [32] can facilitate
the atomic signal read-out of a larger chain of ions, without the need for quantum logic
techniques [17]. Its transition wavelength of 230.5 nm can be generated with standard
diode laser technology and second harmonic generation [35]. The narrow linewidth of this
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the relevant energy levels of 115In+ . The 1S0 ↔ 3P1 transition
allows direct detection of the ion fluorescence. The 1S0 ↔ 3P0 transition can be used as
an optical clock transition due to its lack of quadrupole moment and its inherently low
sensitivity to electric and magnetic strayfields. The 1S0 ↔ 1P1 transition may be used
for Doppler cooling, but so far it is not accessible by current laser technology. Because
the Doppler limit of 172Yb+ is eight times lower than for 115In+ , the latter can be cooled
to lower temperatures sympathetically with 172Yb+ than directly.
transition and increased rf heating in Coulomb crystals suggests sympathetic cooling with
an ion that has a stronger transition to increase the cooling efficiency. A suitable partner
for this purpose is 172Yb+ owing to its similar mass [36], long lifetime in ion traps and
easily accessible transition wavelengths. YbH+ formed in collisions with background gas
can be dissociated with the Doppler cooling light [37]. In addition, the 172Yb+ isotope has
no hyperfine structure, which simplifies cooling. Besides the enhanced cooling efficiency
and control of ions, the presence of a second species allows for sympathetic cooling
during the clock interrogation in case of excessive heating, additional characterization of
the trap environment, such as magnetic fields and stray electric fields, and an alternative
clock read-out via quantum logic for comparative studies.
Besides the absence of electronic quadrupole moment, the 1S0 ↔ 3P0 transition in
115In+ has the advantage of a very low sensitivity to environmental effects, which are
summarized in Tab. 2.1.
In particular, indium profits from its heavy mass when considering relativistic fre-
quency shifts (second-order Doppler shift) due to time dilation ∆νtd/ν = −Ekin/(mc2),
where Ekin is the kinetic energy of the ion, m its rest mass, c the speed of light and ν
the frequency of the atomic transition. At the Doppler cooling limit TD = 0.5 mK of
172Yb+ this frequency shift amounts to ∆νtd/ν = −Ekin/(mc2) ≈ −1 × 10−18, where
Ekin = 5/2 kBT is the kinetic energy due to thermal secular and micromotion in a linear
1A heating rate of 50 phonons per second at ωm = 2pi × 1 MHz is assumed, see text.
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Table 2.1: Systematic relative frequency shifts in 115In+ . For the uncertainty of the
BBR shift the theoretical uncertainty is given [19].
Type of shift Relative shift |∆ν/ν| Uncertainty
in 10−18 in 10−18
Thermal motion (T = 0.5 mK) 1 1
Heating1 < 0.1 < 0.1
Excess micromotion ≈ 1 < 1
2nd order Zeeman < 0.1 < 0.1
BBR at 300 K 13.6 1
DC Stark 0.3 0.3
ion trap [38]. If relative uncertainties below 10−18 are targeted, further cooling such
as sideband cooling of the 172Yb+ ion or direct cooling on the intercombination line of
the 115In+ ion [39] can be implemented, where temperatures on the order of 100µK are
feasible.
Additional kinetic energy can be brought into the system by excess heating due
to thermally activated patch potential and contaminations on the electrodes [2, 40].
Assuming an enhanced electronic field noise with a power spectral density of SE =
10−12 (V/m)−2 Hz−1 and an ion-electrode distance2 of ≈ 0.7 mm, this heating leads to
an average increase of motional quanta of d〈n〉/dt = e2/(4m~ωm)× SE(ωm) ≈ 35 s−1 at
a secular frequency of ωm = 1 MHz [30]. With a clock interrogation time of tc = 100 ms
limited by the natural lifetime of the 3P0 state of the indium ion this amounts to 3− 4
phonons, yielding a maximum relative frequency shift of −1 × 10−19. Commonly ob-
served heating rates in such ion traps can be a factor 10 to 100 lower [41], giving relative
frequency shifts of 10−20 and below.
Regarding ac Stark shifts due to blackbody radiation (BBR), 115In+ has one of the
smallest sensitivities among optical clock candidates. With a differential static polariz-
ability of ∆α0 = 5×10−8 Hz (V/m)−2 between the 1S0 and 3P0 state [42], it is comparable
to 27Al+ [42, 43]. Here, dynamic corrections due to the frequency distribution are ne-
glected, as they are typically of the order of a few percent or below. At room temperature
(300 K) this corresponds to a blackbody shift of the clock transition of 1.36(10)× 10−17,
with an uncertainty of about 1 × 10−18 when determining the temperature of the trap
environment to T = (300± 10) K.
Two major systematic frequency shifts arising from imperfections in the rf trapping
potential are excess micromotion (EMM) and dc Stark shifts. If the driving radiofre-
quency (rf) field Erf of the trap cannot be zeroed at the location of the ion, it causes
a second-order Doppler shift of ∆νtd/ν = −e2E2rf/(4c2m2Ω2rf), where e is the electronic
charge, Erf the amplitude of the electric rf field at the ion and Ωrf/2pi the trap drive
2Dimension is taken from the prototype trap. The heating rate is a conservative estimate according
to the comparison of heating rates measured in a variety of ion traps [41].
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frequency [38]. This effect is the dominating uncertainty in today’s best ion clocks and
aggravates for a larger number of ions. In order to overcome this limitation the trap de-
sign presented in this work is optimized to have the maximum possible trapping region
along the trap axis with an rf field amplitude not larger than 115 V m−1, corresponding
to a relative frequency shift of 1×10−18 for a trapped 115In+ ion at a trap drive frequency
of Ωrf = 2pi × 25 MHz. In addition, any residual electric field seen by the ion, will give
rise to a dc Stark shift νS in the clock transition. Here,
115In+ profits from its low static
differential polarizability ∆α0 [42]. At an rf field amplitude of 115 V m
−1 this Stark shift
corresponds to νS = ∆α0 〈E2rf〉 ≈ 3× 10−19 × ν.
Last, the influence of static and dynamic magnetic fields in the ion trap are con-
sidered. The linear Zeeman shift from the mF = 9/2 to mF = 7/2 states amounts to
6.36 kHz mT−1 [44] and is due to hyperfine mixing of 3P0 and 1P1 states (the nuclear spin
of 115In is I = 9/2). It can be measured and subtracted by alternatively pumping the
ion into the stretched states of the ground state with opposite magnetic moments [2,45].
The second-order Zeeman shift is given by ∆ν = β 〈B2〉. Here, for the alkaline-earth
like system β = 2µ2B/(3h
2∆FS) = 4.1 Hz mT
−2, where µB is the Bohr magneton and h
the Planck constant. Owing to the large fine-structure splitting ∆FS = 3.2× 1013 Hz of
the excited triplet states, indium has an advantageously low second-order B-field depen-
dency, 10000 times lower than 171Yb+ and 20 times lower than 27Al+. Due to unbalanced
currents in ion traps, alternating magnetic fields with B2rms = 2.2 × 10−11 T2 have been
observed [16]. For 27Al+ this leads to an ac Zeeman shift of ∆ν/ν = 1.4× 10−18. How-
ever, for the 115In+ ion with ∆ν/ν = 7 × 10−20 this effect is negligible at the level of
10−18.
While static and dynamic B-fields can be determined quite accurately and frequency
shifts can be taken into account, for an optical clock based on many ions, requirements
on the homogeneity of magnetic fields become important. With the given linear Zeeman
shift, variations in the magnetic field amplitude should be less than 16 nT across the ion
chain to ensure that the broadening of the atomic line is less than 0.1 Hz. Distortions
of the line profile due to spatially varying systematic shifts will have to be evaluated
carefully to avoid locking offsets. The fast interrogation cycle, that is possible with a
multi-ion frequency standard, will be most advantageous when both stretched states are
probed, in order to avoid offsets due to temporally varying magnetic fields.
The above considerations show that it should be possible to evaluate the clock fre-
quency of a larger sample of 115In+ ions with a fractional frequency uncertainty of 10−18,
assuming that a sufficiently ideal trap can be machined. This issue will be addressed in
more detail in the following sections of this Chapter.
2.2 Theory of Paul traps
2.2.1 The ideal quadrupole trap
A comprehensive insight in the theoretical framework for the trapping of charged particles
can be found in numerous sources in literature [46, 47]. Here, only the basic principles
are illustrated to introduce the relevant equations and parameter.
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In one or two dimensions a charged particle can be trapped simply by a static electric
potential. In all three dimensions this is not possible according to Earnshaws theorem.
For a potential of the form: ϕ(~x) = Ax2 + By2 + Cz2, with the constants A,B,C ∈ R
the Laplace equation ∆ϕ = 0 can only be satisfied, if A+B + C = 0.
z
z
2z0
y
0V
U cos( t)rf rfW Uax
y
x
r0
x
Figure 2.2: Schematic of a linear Paul trap with elongated hyperbolic shaped electrodes
for confinement in the radial (xy) plane with an rf potential. Additional ring shaped
electrodes provide confinement in axial direction (along z axis) with a dc potential.
By introducing an oscillating potential, three dimensional confinement can be pro-
vided. Consider an ion of mass m and charge e the in a linear trap geometry with radial
symmetry as shown in Fig. 2.2 with an applied potential of the form:
φ(x, y, z, t) =
Urf
2r20
cos(Ωrft)
(
x2 − y2)︸ ︷︷ ︸+
Uax
z20κ
[
z2 − 1
2
(x2 + y2)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸ . (2.1)
φrf φax
Here, 2r0 is the distance between opposite radial electrodes, 2z0 the distance between
the two ring electrodes and κ a geometrical factor. For the ion the equations of motion
read:
d2ri(t)
dt2
= − e
m
∂φ
∂ri
, with ri ∈ {x, y, z} (2.2)
In order to simplify calculations dimensionless parameters are introduced, yielding
the equations of motion in the form of Mathieu equations:
d2ri
dτ 2
+ [ai + 2qi cos(2τ)]ri = 0, with (2.3)
1
2
az = −ax = −ay = 4eUax
mΩ2rfr
2
0
, (2.4)
qx = −qy = 2eUrf
mΩ2rfr
2
0
, qz = 0 and (2.5)
τ =
Ωrft
2
. (2.6)
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A stable solution for the equations can be found for |a|, |q|  1 and to first order in q:
ri(t) ∼= r0,i cos(ωit+ ϕi)
[
1 +
qi
2
cos(Ωrft)
]
. (2.7)
From this it can be seen that the ion motion consists of an oscillation (secular motion)
at frequency ω in a pseudo-harmonic time-independent potential:
Ψ(x, y, z) =
m
2
(ω2xx
2 + ω2yy
2 + ω2zz
2) with ωi ∼= Ωrf
2
√
ai + 0.5q2i , (2.8)
with a modulation at the rf frequency Ωrf (micromotion).
This potential is time independent, because the ion is too heavy to follow the rapidly
varying rf potential. Thus, the ion “feels” a ponderomotive force due to the electric
field gradient pointing towards the center when averaged over time. The ponderomotive
energy is yielded by only looking on the time dependent part of the potential φrf and
integrating Eq. 2.2 over time:
dri(t)
dt
=
e
m
∫
Erf(ri, t) dt with Erf(ri, t) = −∂φrf
∂ri
, (2.9)
dri(t)
dt
=
eErf(ri)
mΩrf
sin(Ωrft) with Erf(ri) =
Urf
r20
ri. (2.10)
Averaging over an oscillation period Trf = 2pi/Ωrf then yields the ponderomotive energy
φpond:
m〈r˙2i 〉
2
=
e2|Erf(ri)|2
4mΩ2rf
= φpond. (2.11)
2.2.2 Excess micromotion
In a perfect trap, without external fields the ion is in average in the center of the pon-
deromotive potential at the node of the rf field. With the secular motion reduced by
Doppler cooling the motional amplitude of the ion is approximated with the wavepacket
extension of a harmonic oscillator in the ponderomotive potential and with ion mass m,
which is usually on the order of tens of nanometer. With the rf electric field experienced
by the ion the micromotion is negligible compared to the residual secular motion.
In the experiment, however, strayfields can have dramatic effects on the ion motion.
A dc electric strayfield shifts the average position of the ion in the trap by rs,i:
rs,i =
e ~Esrˆi
mω2i
, rˆi =
ri
|ri| . (2.12)
The equations of motion now read:
d2ri
dτ 2
+ [ai + 2qi cos(2τ)] ri =
e ~Esrˆi
mω2i
, (2.13)
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yielding the modified solution:
ri(t) = [rs,i + r0,i cos(ωit+ ϕi)]
[
1 +
qi
2
cos(Ωrft)
]
. (2.14)
Here, the amplitude of the micromotion rmm,i is directly proportional to the strayfield
and can grow significantly:
rmm,i =
1
2
rs,i qi. (2.15)
2.2.3 Real traps
For practical reasons, such as access to the ion with lasers or efficient collection of
fluorescence for detection, the electrodes of an ion trap usually do not have the ideal
hyperbolic shape. For example, simply four rods with a circular cross section are used
or four blades facing each other [21, 38]. Nevertheless, the equations of motion can
be derived in the same way as for an ideal geometry, except for a modification of the
trapping potential, which will be derived in the following section.
To analyze the shape of the rf potential it is sufficient to consider the spatial part
φrf(x, y). In the center of a trap the potential usually can be well approximated with a
quadrupole. However, when analyzing the potential in more detail, it is helpful to de-
compose it as a series expansion of harmonic functions. Considering the axial symmetry
of a linear trap geometry, as shown in Fig. 3.2, cylindrical harmonics as used in Madsen
et al. [21] are the functions of choice, yielding the expression for the radial potential in
cylindrical coordinates:
φrf(ρ, θ) =
Urf
2
[ ∞∑
m=0
cm
(
ρ
r0
)m
cos(m(θ − θ0))
+
∞∑
n=0
sn
(
ρ
r0
)n
sin(n(θ − θ0))
]
,
(2.16)
Here, cn and sn are the expansion coefficients and θ0 is an offset accounting for the
orientation of the trap electrodes in the used coordinate system. In Fig. 2.2 θ0 = 0 with
respect to the x axis.
With the coefficient c2, which characterizes the quadrupole term of the potential,
the voltage loss factor L ≡ c−12 is introduced [48]. It tells how much the voltage has to
be increased for the analyzed trap compared to an ideal quadrupole in order to obtain
the same secular frequency (L = 1 for an ideal quadrupole trap). Using this loss factor
and assuming small motional amplitudes the Mathieu equations can be rewritten for
non-ideal trap geometries:
d2ri
dτ 2
+ [a˜i + 2q˜i cos(2τ)] ri = 0 with a˜i =
ai
L
, q˜i =
qi
L
. (2.17)
The trapping of ions in a Paul trap is based on dynamic confinement, which depends
on the Mathieu parameters. When choosing the right values the ion will stay in principle
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infinitely long in the trap. However, higher harmonic terms of the potential lead to
instabilities of the ion motion in regions, that are otherwise stable in an ideal trap [46].
This is important in particular for efficient loading of ions, since ionized particles move
initially on large radii in the trap before they are cooled.
2.3 Influence of Trap geometry on clock spectroscopy
2.3.1 Trap dimensions and heating rates
During interrogation of the atomic transition in a clock measurement, usually the cooling
and repump lasers are switched off in order to avoid light shifts of the measured transition
frequency. Thus, the trap design has to minimize heating rates of the ions. A typical
source of heating is thermal electronic noise in the trap electrodes and the trap drive
electronics, which scales with the temperature of the experimental apparatus Ta and
the distance r0 from the ions to the electrodes. The heating rate ˙¯n then scales as:
˙¯n ∝ Ta r−20 [30]. Another source of ion heating, that has been observed but not entirely
explained, scales as ˙¯n ∝ r−40 [30, 31]. Possible reasons for this “anomalous heating”
are fluctuating patch potentials in the electrode material, coated spots from the atomic
oven or charges migrating over the surface. In Daniilidis et al. [31] the measured heating
rates of traps from several experiments with different properties are collected and plotted
against the ion-electrode distance, supporting the overall heating rate dependence with
d−4. Nevertheless, a scatter of the data over up to two orders of magnitude at a fixed
distance points to the complexity of the heating rate of an ion trap.
According to this, general guidelines for the trap design include the use of large
dimensions for the electrode to ion distance. In Sec. 2.1 a conservative estimate for the
heating rate was made using a comparably large ion-electrode distance of 0.7 mm. This
distance was chosen following the trend given in Daniilidis et al. [31] and leads to a
negligible systematic shift of the clock transition for the case of a single 115In+ ion.
Another reason to increase the trap size is the accessibility of the trap center for the
required lasers. At the same beam diameter reduced stray light of the detection laser
from the electrodes improves the signal to noise ratio.
A limitation for increasing the trap dimensions is of technical nature. From Eqs. 2.8
and 2.5 the dependency of the radial secular frequency on the trap parameters can be
approximated to ωrad ∝ Urf Ω−1rf r−20 . Thus, when increasing the ion-electrode distance r0
linearly the rf voltage amplitude has to be increased quadratically in order to maintain
the same secular frequency at the same drive frequency. Simultaneously the power
dissipated in the trap increases quadratically with the voltage and the risk of voltage
breakthroughs between the opposite rf electrodes becomes larger.
The secular frequencies, however, need to be kept at a sufficiently high value in order
to allow for recoil-free spectroscopy, i.e. the Lamb-Dicke parameter3 should be much
smaller than unity, to prevent systematic shifts due to the first order Doppler effect.
3Defined as: η = kx0, with the wave vector k of the spectroscopy laser and the wavepacket extension
of the ion ground state x0 =
√
~
2mω , with the secular frequency ω in the direction of k.
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When scaling up the ion number, this condition is even harder to fullfill. In order to
minimize excess micromotion the ions are trapped in a linear configuration by providing
strong radial confinement compared to the axial confinement. Because the rf voltage
is practically limited the number of ions in a linear configuration can only be increased
when decreasing the axial secular frequency, which in contrast is limited by the increasing
Lamb-Dicke parameter.
This leads to the ansatz of using a segmented trap, in which small chains of ions are
confined and controlled in an array of independent trap segments. The smaller crystals
are easier to control, e.g. micromotion compensation and nulling of magnetic fields, and
systematic shifts due to residual stray electric and magnetic fields can be estimated with
higher accuracy. In principle, this geometry is scalable to many segments.
2.3.2 RF voltage configuration
For the application of the rf voltage two configurations are possible. In the symmetric
case the signal is distributed to the electrodes as (+Urf/2,−Urf/2,+Urf/2,−Urf/2). Due
to the symmetry of this configuration, no axial field component is present on the sym-
metry axis in the center of the trap. In the asymmetric case the signal is distributed as
(Urf , 0, Urf , 0), which leads to a non-vanishing axial field component for several reasons,
which will be discussed in detail in the next section.
Nevertheless, the asymmetric configuration can be realized more easily due to the
following reason. For micromotion compensation in each segment additional dc voltages
must be applied to the trap electrodes. Doing this on an electrode that carries several
hundreds of volts rf signal, requires careful impedance matching of each electrode with
respect to one another in order to avoid relative phase shifts, that otherwise can lead to
non-vanishing rf fields in the trapping region. The rf signal is coupled to the electrodes via
capacitors, which require very low tolerances in order to avoid phase mismatch between
individual electrodes. At the same time they need to be operable at high voltages, which
is not easy to fullfill4.
Therefore, it is easier to couple the additional dc voltages only to rf grounded elec-
trodes, whereas the rf signal is provided by a common rf electrode for all segments to
reduce relative phase shifts between individual rf electrodes, see Fig. 2.3. To obtain
full control of the radial ion position additional electrodes are placed on top of the rf
grounded electrodes, which will be explained in detail in Sec. 3.2.
2.3.3 RF phase shifts and residual rf fields
By using two common rf electrodes instead of many segments the relative phase shifts
can be reduced significantly. However, the residual phase shifts in this geometry are esti-
mated in the following, according to the dimensions of the prototype trap introduced in
Ch. 3 and admissible tolerances are given in terms of the resulting second-order Doppler
4For this purpose non-magnetic SMD packages with sub millimeter size and a capacitance in the
nanofarad range are required. For such elements the typical tolerances for the available capacitance are
on the order of a few percent at voltages of a few hundred volts.
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shift (to satisfy |∆ν/ν| ≤ 10−18 for 115In+ an rf field amplitude of Erf ≤ 115 V m−1 is
allowed).
First, the rf field caused by a phase shift ϕac between the signals of the two rf
electrodes is estimated. Assume the potentials Urf cos(Ωrft+
1
2
ϕac) and Urf cos(Ωrft− 12ϕac)
each on one of the rf electrodes. According to [38] the phase shift ϕac introduces an rf
field Eac in the trap center:
Eac(x, y, t) =
Urfϕac α
2r0
sin Ωrft
(xˆ+ yˆ)
2
(2.18)
where α is a geometrical correction factor, which allows to compare the field in the
trap with and electric field between two parallel plates held at Urf with distance 2r0/α.
From the FEM calculations introduced in the following section, the field E0 in the trap
center is found to be E0 = Urf α/(2r0) ≈ 850 V m−1 at Urf = 1 V, yielding α ≈ 1.2 for
the prototype geometry. From the condition E0 ϕac < 115 V m
−1 a maximum tolerable
phase shift of ϕac = 0.6 mrad between the rf electrodes is obtained for Urf = 1500 V when
restricting the induced fractional frequency shift to 1 × 10−18. This is easily obtained
by using a common rf source for both electrodes and reducing the length difference and
the difference in capacitance and inductance of the wires connecting the electrodes to a
minimum.
Second, the relative phase shifts ϕrf,i between the indvidual segments i on a common
rf electrode are estimated using a lumped-circuit model of the trap, see Fig. 2.3b. For the
Wrf,n
Ln
d Urf,0
Cel,nCel,1
Cgnd,nCgnd,1
Rgnd,nRgnd,1
Rrf,nRrf,1 Urf,1 Urf,n
UC,nUC,1
a) b)
Figure 2.3: a) Schematic of the segmented linear Paul trap design. The rf potential is
applied on an electrode rail in order to reduce relative phase shifts between the segments.
For symmetry reasons slits are cut into the front edge facing the rf ground electrodes.
The dimensions are Wrf,n = 6 mm, Ln = 2.2 mm and d = 1 mm. b) Lumped-circuit
model of the trap design. Included are capacitors coupling the rf ground signal to the
electrodes from a common rail not shown in a). A detailed schematic of the signal
connection on the prototype is given in Fig. 4.11.
electrodes a surface of thick-film gold as described in Sec. 3.3 is assumed. The dimensions
of the electrodes are given in Fig. 2.3a. Here, Rrf,n is the resistance of the rf electrode
per segment with a length Ln and width Wrf,n:
Rrf,n = R
Ln
Wrf,n
≈ 8 mΩ. (2.19)
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The sheet resistance R = ρ/δ = 23 mΩ/ is calculated from the skin depth δ and
the resistivity ρ for nickel as a conservative estimate5. The capacitance Cel,n is the
capacitance per segment length Lseg of the rf and the rf grounded electrode facing each
other vertically and is evaluated from:
Cel,n = 0
LnWrf,n
d
≈ 0.13 pF, (2.20)
with the distance d = 1 mm between the electrodes. With these values the phase shift
between the rf voltages Urf,i can be estimated using the transfer function of a first order
low-pass filter [49], which yields the expression:
ϕrf,i = arctan(−Ωrf Rrf,i Cel,i) ≈ 0.2µrad. (2.21)
Therefore, the phase shifted voltages Urf,i = Urf cos(Ωrft + ϕi) induce an axial rf field
between the segments i, which can be neglected compared to the field induced by ϕac.
For the capacitors Cgnd,i the voltage UC is estimated in order to evaluate a maximum
tolerance of the specified capacitance. Looking at lumped circuit model of the trap in
Fig. 2.3, each segment i consists of a series network of the electrode resistances Rrf,i and
Rgnd,i and the capacitances Cel,i and Cgnd,i acting as voltage dividers. The impedances
of the capacitances are:
|Zgnd,i| = 1
Ωrf Cgnd,i
≈ 1.4 Ω with Cgnd,i = 4.7 nF, (2.22)
|Zel,i| = 1
Ωrf Cel,i
≈ 49 kΩ with Cgnd,i = 0.13 pF. (2.23)
The resistances of the electrodes are on the order of 10 mΩ and are therefore neglected
in this case. From the ratio of the impedances the voltage dropping at the capacitors
can be estimated:
Ugnd,i
Uel,i
=
|Zgnd,i|
|Zel,i| . (2.24)
Expressing the voltage between the electrodes as Uel,i = Urf − Ugnd,i yields the voltage
drop Ugnd,i:
Ugnd,i = Urf
( |Zel,i|
|Zgnd,i| + 1
)−1
, (2.25)
≈ 41 mV with Cgnd,i = 4.7 nF. (2.26)
In practice, the capacitors are not identical, which leads to differential voltages be-
tween separate electrodes and non-vanishing rf fields. Two examples are given in Fig. 2.4.
5The Ni-Au coating of the prototype trap is about 10µm thick and contains about 70 % nickel. With
a skin depth δNi =
√
2ρ
Ωrfµ
≈ 3µm, where µ is the absolute permeability, the rf signal is mainly absorbed
by nickel. For comparison, the skin depth of gold at this rf frequency is about 15µm.
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Figure 2.4: The same schematic as in Fig. 2.3a. Shown are examples for differential
voltages ∆UC between the rf ground electrodes due to variations of the capacitors, that
couple the rf ground signal to the electrodes. These differential voltages induce non-
vanishing rf electric fields leading to excess micromotion that cannot be compensated.
For two opposing rf ground electrodes in the same segment i a radial field with an
amplitude E
(r)
C is induced:
E
(r)
C,i = E
(r)
0 ∆UC,i, (2.27)
with E
(r)
0 ≈ 850 V m−1 obtained from FEM calculations. A maximum field E(r)C ≤
115 V m−1 corresponds to a differential voltage drop of ∆UC ≤ 135 mV.
In the case of an axial differential voltage as shown in Fig. 2.4 a field with an amplitude
E
(z)
C is induced:
E
(z)
C,i = E
(z)
0 ∆UC,i, (2.28)
with E
(z)
0 ≈ 100 V m−1, obtained from FEM calculations. For E(z)C,i ≤ 115 V m−1 this
yields a differential voltage of ∆UC ≤ 115 mV.
Comparing these upper boundaries with the estimated voltage drop Ugnd,i ≈ 41 mV,
it can be seen that for the given value of the capacitance Cgnd,i = 4.7 nF the tolerances for
the capacitors (specified to 10 %) are not critical in order to keep systematic frequency
shifts below 10−18 for the cases described above.
2.4 FEM calculations
2.4.1 Method
Since the trapping voltage is applied in an asymmetric configuration, an axial field com-
ponent remains along the trap axis, which leads to micromotion-induced time dilation. In
order to minimize the axial component and to understand how it is influenced by the trap
geometry a finite element analysis has been carried out. Dimensions of the electrodes,
as well as machining tolerances and alignment errors have been investigated [19].
The calculations of the rf field are reduced to an electrostatic problem by considering
the field at a fixed phase. This is sufficient to determine the field evaluation within the
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trap geometry and advantageous to separate these geometrical effects from dynamical
changes like phase shifts in different regions of the trap as described in the preceding
section. The calculations consist of finding the solution to the electrostatic Dirichlet
problem, in which the electrode surfaces of the trap are the boundaries at fixed electric
potentials. For this, commercially available software6 is used. The software provides a
discretization of the space between the electrodes (mesh) and then optimizes a system of
linear equations with between 106 and 8×106 degrees of freedom (mesh points). Further
details on the method and used parameters are provided in [19].
The model used is similar to the one shown in Fig. 2.3a, with the exception that there
is no common rf electrode. Instead, the same electrodes as for the ground potential are
used in order to increase the symmetry of the model for a more efficient use of the
available processor power. The electrodes each have an axial length L = 2 mm, a width
transverse to the trap axis W = 5 mm and a thickness of 0.2 mm. The overall length of
the trap, as well as the slit width between the electrodes, are varied for the calculations.
2.4.2 Influence of trap geometry on axial rf field
Two geometrical aspects of the segmented trap design are found to have the highest
influence on the axial rf field. The first is the finite length of the trap, which leads to an
increasing axial field component along the trap axis with a zero-crossing in the center of
the trap. For the calculation a single segment with varied length was used in order to
isolate the effect of this contribution. In Fig. 2.5 the calculated axial field is shown for
different trap lengths at an rf amplitude of 1500 V. Looking at the region in which the
field is smaller than 115 V m−1 corresponding to a fractional frequency shift of ≤ 10−18,
the useable region is about half the overall trap length. This is accounted for in the trap
design by increasing the length of the outer segments, which, because of their different
geometry, cannot be used for clock spectroscopy anyway. If more trapping segments
are required, the whole trap length must simply be increased. Due to this behaviour,
a limitation is merely present in the overall trap size that can be realized within the
experimental apparatus.
The second feature which leads to axial rf fields is the isolation gaps between the
electrodes. These lead to a dispersion-shaped signal on the trap axis with the magnitude
depending on the gap width, see Fig. 2.6. Here the effect of a single slit between two
trap segments is shown. In order to isolate this contribution, the field obtained due to
the finite trap length is subtracted, here, as well as in the following plots.
With a symmetric configuration for the rf voltage the contribution of each slit at
the same axial position would cancel out. In the asymmetric configuration this happens
only partially even for equal slit widths and perfectly aligned electrodes, so the slits are
chosen to be as small as technically feasible.
Having more than two segments, the contributions of each slit add up independently
and lead to an alternating axial rf field component, as shown in Fig. 2.7. In the center
of each segment where the ions are trapped, the axial field exhibits a zero-crossing, thus
6COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5/3.5a
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Figure 2.5: FEM calculations to evaluate axial rf fields due to the finite length of the
trap. For this a single segment, consisting of four elongated quadrupole electrodes with
varying length was used: 15 mm (red), 20 mm (light blue), 25 mm (green) and 30 mm
(violet). For 30 mm length another calculation is made with additional ground electrodes
at either end of the trap axis (dark blue). When cutting out the electrode structure of
wafers, the end faces of the gap separating the rf and rf ground electrode arrays are
metallized in order to prevent charge up of insulating surfaces in the line of sight of the
ions, see Fig. 3.1. The black lines at ±115 V m−1 indicate the amplitude at which rf
induced time dilation is ∆ν/ν = 10−18.
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Figure 2.6: FEM calculations for different widths of the gaps between the trap seg-
ments: 50µm (dark blue), 100µm (green), 150µm (light blue), 200µm (red) and 250µm
(medium blue). The black lines indicate the region of |∆ν/ν| ≤ 10−18.
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providing a region within the trapping area with sufficiently small field amplitudes. In
order to trap about ten ions in a linear configuration for clock spectroscopy, such a region
is required to be on the order of 100µm.
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Figure 2.7: FEM calculations for a three segment trap geometry. The axial position
of the electrodes is indicated by the light blue dashed lines. a) Shown is the axial rf
field of two slits, calculated by adding two data sets of a single slit (Fig. 2.6) shifted in
z direction with respect to each other. The slit width is varied between 0.1 mm (light
green), 0.15 mm (light blue) and 0.2 mm (light red). Adding additional compensation
electrodes on top of the rf ground electrodes in order to enable shifting the ions in the
radial plane increases the axial field component (dark blue) by a factor of four for a slit
width of 0.2 mm. b) Closeup of the plot in a) in the central trapping region. With the
additional compensation electrodes it is possible to trap ions in a region of about 150µm
(grey shaded area), where (∆ν/ν) ≤ 1× 10−18.
With laser cutting techniques slits of about 50µm or less can be realized limited
mainly by the ratio of the slit width to the electrode thickness. While for machining the
electrodes are preferred to be thin, the axial rf field component is proportional to the
inverse of the thickness. Increasing the thickness by a factor of two reduces the axial
field by about 50 % [19]. Another limitation for increasing the thickness besides the
machining is the decreasing detection efficiency due to the decreasing solid angle that
can be captured by the detection optics.
In Fig. 2.7 the axial field in a three segment trap is shown for different slit widths.
The plotted data are obtained by adding the data of two single slits, as shown in Fig. 2.6,
between three electrodes of 2 mm length. They are compared with the data of a trap
geometry that contains extra compensation electrodes on top of the rf ground electrodes.
Although these additional layers increase the axial field about a factor of four, there is
still a region of about 150µm with low enough time dilation due to the rf field.
2.4.3 Influence of machining and alignment
The requirements of the last sections are based on an ideal geometry without machining
tolerances during fabrication or alignment errors during assembly, which can have signif-
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icant impact on the quality of an assembled trap. Calculations were done to investigate
the influence of these features and the most relevant are presented in the following.
From the machining tolerances a significant influence is due to variations of the slit
width. In Fig. 2.8 the slit between two electrodes is changed with respect to the other
three slits, which have all equal and fixed size. Here, the restrictions on the machining
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Figure 2.8: FEM calculations for increasing the width w of a single slit, while the
other three slits have a constant width of w = 100µm (dashed green line, taken from
Fig. 2.7). The single slit is increased by ∆w = 10µm (dark blue), ∆w = 20µm (green),
∆w = 30µm (light blue) and ∆w = 40µm (red). To stay well within the region of
|∆ν/ν| ≤ 1× 10−18, the slit width has to be machined with a tolerance of about 5µm.
tolerances for the slits are high. In order to stay well within the field amplitude of
115 V m−1, without the extra compensation electrodes, a precision of the machining of
about 5µm is required, see Fig. 2.8, which cannot be achieved by conventional techniques
such as milling. Instead laser cutting exhibits more desirable parameters in terms of
precision. Adding the extra compensation electrodes places a severe limit on the usable
trapping region, which is on the order of 150µm for 200µm wide slits, no machining
tolerances taken into account yet, see Fig. 2.7).
The highest sensitivity to alignment errors during assembly is found for rotational
misalignment. When rotating two wafers with respect to each other about an axis normal
to the wafer plane (x axis in Fig. 3.1) a homogenous axial rf field is found on the trap
axis. This increases with the increasing amount of misalignment. Figure 2.9 shows the
field amplitude calculated for different rotation angles.
At an rf voltage amplitude of 1500 V a maximum rotation of about 0.15 mrad is
allowed in order to keep the axial field at 115 V m−1.
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Figure 2.9: FEM calculations for rotational misalignment of the electrode arrays. The
rotation angles are 1 mrad (red), 5 mrad (blue) and 10 mrad (green).
Chapter 3
Trap development
This chapter describes the different processes of the trap development from material
considerations to the assembly of a fully operational prototype trap.
First, different materials are compared considering mechanical and electric properties.
Section 2 details on calculations done with the prototype geometry. The radial poten-
tials due to the rf voltage and the dc voltages for radial asymmetry and axial confinement
are analyzed and compared to an ideal quadrupole geometry. Higher order contributions
to the trapping potential are evaluated to avoid dynamic trap instabilities. From the
calculations the Mathieu parameters for all voltages are derived.
Focus of section 3 is the assembly of the prototype trap. The mounting of the electric
filter components on the trap wafers is described, as well as the alignment and glueing
procedure of the trap stack. After assembly the trap is measured again to determine
misalignment during the setup.
In the last section the magnitization of the trap parts is investigated. Single compo-
nents as well as the mounted trap stack are characterized in terms of residual magneti-
zation.
3.1 Choice of materials – requirements on ion trap
for clock operation
As shown in Ch. 2, a major challenge in the design of a multi-ion trap are residual axial
rf fields due to geometrical imperfections or symmetry breaking design. This suggests
a rigid trap design with laser machined electrode arrays, instead of aligning a set of
individually machined electrodes manually. A way to realize this, is to use electrically
insulating material as wafers with a metallic coating realizing the electrodes. This ad-
ditionally opens the possibility of integrating electronic components such as noise filters
directly on the wafers and therefore close to the electrodes.
For this, materials with low dissipative rf losses and high thermal conductivity are
considered, in order to reduce heating of the trap. Furthermore, the distribution of
dissipated thermal energy becomes more homogenous and allows for a more precise
estimation of the temperature, which reduces the uncertainty of the frequency shift
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due to BBR, see Sec. 2.1. Table 3.1 shows a list of possible materials1 and their most
important thermal and electric properties.
Table 3.1: Overview of thermal and electric properties of different materials considered
for machining of the trap boards. The dissipation losses are specified for an rf frequency
of 1 MHz.
Rogers 4350BTM AlN Al2O3 sapphire fused silica
therm. exp. [10−6 K−1] 11...46 3.6...5.6 6.9...8.3 5.9...6.95 0.52
therm. cond. [W m−1 K−1] 0.6 140...180 25 23...25.8 1.38
dielectric const. r 3.66 8.6 9.9 9.3...11.5 3.8
tan δ [10−4] 31 1...10 5...10 3...8.6 0.15
Compared are aluminum ceramics with fused silica glass, sapphire and Rogers 4350BTM
, a glass-reinforced thermoset laminate which is used for printed circuit boards for high-
frequency electronics. All materials exhibit low outgassing rates in ultra-high vacuum
environment. The ceramics and sapphire exhibit a high thermal conductivity, as well
as comparably low rf losses of tan δ ≤ 10−3. Second, they provide a high mechanical
stiffness, which allows for machining of wafers with thicknesses well below one millimeter
without losing geometric stability.
However, a challenge is the machining of these materials. Techniques like laser cut-
ting provide high precision, but require elaborate development of machining processes
that have to be adjusted carefully to the material in use2. Sapphire is the most chal-
lenging material due to its transparency over a large wavelength range and its high
refractive index. This can lead to reflections of the cutting laser inside the material and
uncontrollable energy deposition, that prevents from structuring well defined geometries.
Rogers 4350BTM shows the lowest thermal conductivity and rf losses of a few 10−3,
which is still sufficiently small in case only low rf power is required for the trap drive. In
shape of thin wafers the material becomes flexible and can reduce the precision to which
a trap is assembled compared to the design. The biggest advantage is, that Rogers is
commercially available including mechanical structuring (milling as well as laser cutting)
and metallic coating in flexible layouts.
Based on these informations, machining and coating processes for AlN are developed
at PTB. In parallel, a prototype trap is set up from Rogers wafers, that are readily
1Sources of information:
Rogers 4350BTM:
http://www.rogerscorp.com/documents/726/acm/RO4000-Laminates---Data-sheet.aspx
AlN: http://www.anceram.de/pdf/DBALN.pdf
Al2O3: http://www.anceram.de/pdf/DBAL2O3.pdf
sapphire and fused silica: http://www.microcertec.com/pdf/Accumet$%$20substrates.pdf.
2For example: Depending on the wavelength and pulse length of the used laser system, parameters
like the scanning speed need to be optimized in order to minimize thermal stress in the wafer, which
leads to cracking of the material. The use of inert process gases has to be optimized.
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commercially available to test the trap design and the new experimental setup.
3.2 Prototype trap design and calculations
Based on the FEM calculations from Sec. 2.4 and the material considerations a design
for a prototype trap made of Rogers has been developed with five independent segments,
including a separate loading segment and a spectroscopy segment that is free from con-
tamination from the atomic oven. A schematic drawing of the geometry is shown in
figure 3.1, together with the electronic layout. The rf electrodes Urf only carry the rf
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Figure 3.1: Trap geometry and electronic configuration. All rf ground electrode seg-
ments are dc isolated from each other. With individual voltages Ut,n axial confinement
is realized. A differential voltage Utc,n provides compensation fields in radially diagonal
direction in each segment n. A differential voltage Uec,n on the outer compensation elec-
trodes provides an independent second field vector to move the ions to any position in
the xy-plane.
voltage for the radial confinement of the ions. The inner rf ground electrodes GNDrf
opposite to the rf electrodes provide dc voltages for the axial confinement as well as for
micromotion compensation, while the outer rf ground electrodes are used for micromo-
tion compensation only.
For each wafer the ends of the cut out slit are coated and connected to GNDrf , to
avoid charging of the surface lying in the line of sight to the trap center.
The prototype geometry is analyzed numerically to derive the relevant trap param-
eters. For this, the different voltages are applied to the electrodes and the electrostatic
potentials are calculated using the FEM technique. To obtain the trap parameters ana-
lytical expressions derived in Sec. 2.2 are fitted to the numerical data.
The radial rf potential φrf(x, y) is analyzed in detail. First, the electric potential is
calculated fora simplified electrode scheme that consists of four rods with quadratic cross
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section of 200µm size, see Fig. 3.2. In a second step the electric potential is calculated
for electrodes elongated in one direction to 5 mm to model the electrode shape of the
prototype design. Then the extra compensation electrodes are added to model the
prototype design. For all calculations Urf = 1 V. In a fourth calculation the prototype
design is used and the electric potential is calculated for the dc voltage Ut = 1 V that is
used to introduce an asymmetry to the radial trap potential.
trap geometry 3
Urf
Urf
0
0
rf trapping voltage
trap geometry 4
Ut
00
0 0
dc voltage for
asymmetry
trap geometry 2
Urf
Urf
0
0
trap geometry 1
x
y
Urf
Urf
0
0
Figure 3.2: Trap geometries of which the electric potential is calculated for a voltage
Urf = 1 V (left) and Ut = 1 V (right) in order to analyze the influence of the characteristic
changes in the prototype geometry compared to an ideal quadrupole trap. The trap
length for all geometries is ltrap = 2 mm. Trap geometry 1: Four rods with square
shaped cross-sections of 0.2 mm size. The distance between the electrodes is 1 mm in both
dimensions. Trap geometry 2: The electrodes are elongated in y direction to a length
of 5 mm. Trap geometry 3: A pair of compensation electrodes as in the prototype
geometry is added and the voltage is applied asymmetrically. Trap geometry 4: The
prototype geometry is used applying Ut to the inner rf ground electrodes.
The potentials are fitted using Eq. 2.16 for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 0.7 mm, r0 = 0.707 mm and
0 ◦ ≤ θ < 360 ◦. The angle θ in Eq. 2.16 is defined with respect to the x axis in
Fig. 3.2 increasing for counter-clockwise rotation. The offset θ0 added in Eq. 2.16 as a
fit parameter accounts for the orientation of the potential with respect to the electrodes
and defines the principle axes.
From symmetry considerations the number of expansion coefficients can be reduced
significantly. In [21] it is stated that for geometries such as trap geometries 1 and 2 the
potential is antisymmetric in x = 0 and y = 0 direction3 and symmetric 4 in reflections
about the origin and from this, the only non-zero coefficients left are: m = 2, 6, 10, ...
and n = 4, 8, 12, ..., see Eq. 2.16. Important to note is, that this is true for a symmetric
voltage configuration (Urf ,−Urf ,Urf ,−Urf). In the case of an asymmetric configuration
(Urf ,0,Urf ,0), which is used in this work, additional coefficients contribute, as can be seen
3Translation from r1 = (ρ, θ) to r2 = (ρ,−θ) yields φ(r1) = −φ(r2).
4Translation from r1 = (ρ, θ) to r2 = (−ρ, θ) yields φ(r1) = φ(r2).
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in Tab. 3.2. Here, the results of the fitting are presented and compared to each other.
In all three cases the quadrupole term is the dominant contribution to the rf potential
and the loss factor (Sec. 2.2) of the prototype trap is estimated to L = c−12 ≈ 1.3 for
determination of the Mathieu parameters a˜ and q˜. The increase of c2 from geometry 1 to
2 and 3 is due to the increasing electrodes facing the trap center, hence being effectively
closer to the ideal hyperbolic shape. Furthermore, the higher order terms converge faster
to zero. For the highly symmetric trap geometry 1 only the cm coefficients give relevant
contributions to the potential, whereas for the geometries 2 and 3 the sn coefficients
contribute as well. The potential at the origin given by c0 is slightly reduced from the
ideal value Urf/2 in a quadrupole trap due to the reduced screening of the electrodes,
which is most apparent for geometry 1 with the smallest electrode surface.
Table 3.2: Overview of fitted coefficients of the multipole expansion for the trap ge-
ometries 1 to 4 defined in Fig. 3.2 with Urf = 1 V and U1 = 1 V. The fit errors are
well below the resolution of the last digit for all parameters. Only coefficients with an
absolute value of 0.01 or higher are shown. Due to the strong radial dependence of the
higher order terms reliable values are only obtained when fitting over the full distance
r0. The precision of the quadrupole coefficient c2 is not affected by this.
fit parameters trap geometry 1 trap geometry 2 trap geometry 3 trap geometry 4
θ0 −45 ◦ −45 ◦ −47 ◦ 50 ◦
c0 0.9393 0.9891 0.9577 0.789
c2 0.7279 0.7649 0.7735 0.755
c4 0.0398 – 0.0215 0.092
c6 0.1228 0.0977 0.0862 0.109
c8 – – – 0.026
c10 0.0393 0.0343 0.0273 0.035
c14 0.0132 0.0135 – 0.012
s4 – −0.0282 −0.0263 0.085
s6 – – −0.0337 0.041
s10 – – −0.0194 0.017
Calculations with a symmetric voltage configuration were carried out, to distinguish
contributions to the electric potential from the electrode shape and the voltage config-
uration. The c4 term for geometry 1 only contributes in the asymmetric case and is
attributed to the finite axial trap length. The calculations show, that the value of c4
grows with decreasing trap length, enhancing the finite length effect.
For trap geometry 2 c4 is much smaller (less than 0.01 and not listed in Tab. 3.2).
Another term, s4, contributes more and a comparison between the two voltage configu-
rations shows no difference for its value. This suggests, that this term accounts for the
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elongated shape of the electrodes.
In geometry 3 more terms contribute due to the more complex electrode structure,
in particular the s6 term accounting for the six electrodes.
In Fig. 3.3 the square of the radial electric field, which is proportional to the pon-
deromotive potential, is plotted in the center of the trap.
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Figure 3.3: a) Plotted is the squared radial electric field |Erf(ρ, θ)|2 ∝ φpond to indicate
the shape of the ponderomotive potential in the prototype geometry for Urf = 1 V. In
the center the dominant contribution of the quadrupole term is visible. With larger
distance the higher order term increase and deform the pseudo-potential. Also visible is
the local potential maximum in x direction determining the trap depth, which is plotted
in b) as a function of θ. Here, only a region of 180 ◦ is plotted, which is sufficient due
to the symmetry. c) Here, the electric potential due to the axial voltage Uax = 1 V
plotted. A fit (light blue) in −250µm ≤ z ≤ 250µm yields the axial confinement to a
good approximation. From the potential well the axial trap ϕax depth is etimated.
The rotation of the quadrupole term, see Tab. 3.2 does not affect the ponderomo-
tive potential, since this is rotationally symmetric. The higher order terms, however,
modulate the ponderomotive potential and lead to resonances that make the ion motion
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unstable. The largest contributions to the rf potential are from the c6 and s4 coefficients.
Taking into account the radial dependence as well, the contributions of these terms are
about a factor of 1× 10−3 or less compared to the quadrupole term5 in a trap region of
about 35µm for c6 and 120µm for s4.
The modulation of the ponderomotive potential due to higher order contributions is
visualized in Fig. 3.4. Here, the ponderomotive potential is plotted as a function of θ at
varying distance to the trap center. The modulation of about one percent close to the
center is caused numerically by the interpolation algorithm of the FEM software used
during data readout. From ρ ∼ 100µm on a modulation with increasing structure and
strength is visible.
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Figure 3.4: Ponderomotive potential as a function of θ at various distance to the trap
center. The values are from a) to d): 50µm, 150µm, 250µm and 350µm.
In practice, the high symmetry of the trap potential has consequences concerning
efficient laser cooling. Since, there are no preferred principal axes in which the ion
motion can be decomposed two orthogonal laser beams are required in order to cool
all radial degrees of freedom. An alternative is the application of an asymmetry to the
radial potential to define principal axes, that allow to use only one cooling laser beam
with projections in both directions.
To introduce a radial asymmetry in the prototype trap the dc voltage Ut is applied
on the inner rf ground electrodes, as indicated in Fig. 3.2. For an asymmetric voltage
configuration the electric potential has been calculated and fitted at Ut = 1 V, analogue
to the rf potential, and the expansion coefficients are presented in Tab. 3.2.
5Calculated is the ratio of the higher order terms to the quadrupole term: φ4φ2 ≤
s4(ρ/r0)
4
c2(ρ/r0)2
= 10−3 and
φ6
φ2
≤ c6(ρ/r0)6c2(ρ/r0)2 = 10−3. From this the radius is calculated within which the ratio of the contributions is
smaller than the given value.
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Here, the geometry is less symmetric than in the case of the rf voltage, which is
clearly visible in the larger number of expansion coefficients. Due to the higher screening
of the electrodes at potential Ut by the extra compensation electrodes on potential zero
the potential of the saddle point is clearly reduced with c0 ≈ 0.79 compared to trap
geometries 1 to 3.
The axis in the direction of the potential maxima is rotated by an angle of θt ≈ 50 ◦
with respect to the x axis, from which the principal trap axes 1 and 2 may be defined
at angles θ1 = 50
◦ and θ2 = 140 ◦ for application of Ut. Due to the asymmetric voltage
configuration the radial Mathieu parameters due to Ut cannot be calculated with the
loss factor. Instead, they can be deduced by directly fitting quadratic functions to the
potential close to the trap center in the direction of the principal axes. Doing so for
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 50µm yields curvatures of 8.14 × 105 V m−1 U−1t and −6.92 × 105 V m−1 U−1t
for 50 ◦ and 140 ◦. The fitted curvature as a function of θ is plotted in Fig. 3.5. The
corresponding Mathieu parameters, which contribute to the radial secular frequencies,
are shown in Tab. 3.3.
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Figure 3.5: Fitted curvature of the electric potential ∇2φt(θ) due to Ut = 1 V as a
function of θ. The principal trap axes are given by the maximum and minimum of this
function, which is at about θ1 ≈ 50 ◦ and θ2 ≈ 140 ◦. The fitted sine function (red line)
indicates the quadrupole shape of the potential.
For a good estimate of the radial secular frequencies, the radial contribution of the
potential φax (see Eq. 2.1), which provides axial confinement in the first place, cannot
be neglected. For this, FEM calculations are done using the prototype geometry with
application of Uax = 1 V to the rf ground electrodes of the segments adjacent to the
central segment. A quadratic fit to the data in the direction of the principal axes yields
the curvatures −5.58 × 104 V m−1 U−1ax and −6.28 × 104 V m−1 U−1ax . The corresponding
Mathieu parameters are shown in Tab. 3.3.
With the derived mathieu parameters the radial secular frequencies ωrad,i can be
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calculated including all contributions from the rf voltage and dc voltages:
ωrad,i =
Ωrf
2
√
a˜ax,i(Uax) + a˜t,i(Ut) + 0.5 q˜2i (Urf), with i = 1, 2. (3.1)
The axial confinement is given by the potential due to Uax with a fitted curvature of
1.192× 105 V m−2 for Uax = 1 V, see Fig. 3.3, which results in an axial trap frequency of
58 kHz U
−1/2
ax .
The dc voltage Ut, that changes the asymmetry of the radial potential leads to a
repulsive potential in axial direction which amounts to a curvature of −1.213×105 V m−2
for Ut = 1 V. The axial secular frequency is then calculated with the corresponding
mathieu parameters (see Tab. 3.3):
ωax =
Ωrf
2
√
a˜ax(Uax) + a˜t(Ut). (3.2)
Looking for the maximum ponderomotive potential as a function of θ the radial
trap depth has been estimated. Figure 3.3a shows the ponderomotive potential with a
minimum value in x direction of about 3.3 eV for an rf voltage of Urf = 1 kV.
The axial trap depth is estimated from the potential well introduced by the axial
trap voltage to about 0.35 eV at Uax = 1 V, see Fig. 3.3b.
To summarize the contribution of the rf voltages and dc voltages to the secular
frequencies, the corresponding mathieu parameters are presented in Tab. 3.3, normalized
to applied voltages of 1 V. Here, the parameters are given in the directions x and y as
well, as they are frame of reference for the trap characterization in terms of the rf field
introduced in Sec. 5.3.
Table 3.3: List of calculated Mathieu parameters in direction of the radial principal
axes, as well as the geometric axes defined in Fig. 3.1. All parameters are normalized to
an applied voltage of 1 V. A comparison with the parameters measured in the prototype
trap is presented in Tabs. 5.1 and 5.2.
axis x y θ1 θ2 z
q˜ 6.69× 10−5 −6.69× 10−5 6.68× 10−5 −6.69× 10−5 ≈ 10−3 qrad
a˜t −1.76× 10−5 3.82× 10−5 1.41× 10−4 −1.19× 10−4 −2.09× 10−5
a˜ax −1.07× 10−5 −9.0× 10−6 −9.64× 10−6 −1.08× 10−5 2.05× 10−5
Table 3.4 shows the dc voltages that can be applied, together with their resolution
and the corresponding dc electric field calculated at the position of the ion.
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Table 3.4: DC voltages for radial trap asymmetry (Ut) and micromotion compensation
(Utc and Uec). The corresponding maximum electric field at the position of the ions and
its resolution is given along the specified trap axis.
trap axis ∆Udc Udc,range ∆Edc Edc,range
Utc x 0.6 mV 2.5 V 0.32 V/m 1325 V/m
y 0.40 V/m 1650 V/m
Uec x 2.9 mV ±12 V 0.45 V/m 1860 V/m
y 0.05 V/m 204 V/m
Ut z 2.9 mV ±12 V 0.30 V/m 612 V/m
3.3 Trap fabrication
To test the trap design introduced and optimized in the preceding sections a prototype
is built based on Rogers 4350B wafers. For this, two sets of wafers were machined one by
laser cutting and the other by milling, both with a size of 50 mm×50 mm. The thickness
of the laser cut boards is 200µm and 500µm for the milled boards. The electrode design
for both sets is according to Fig. 3.1 with the exception of the size of the gaps between
the electrodes. In the case of the laser cut electrodes the gap size is about 220µm and
about 340µm for the milled wafers.
The electrode surface consists of a 35µm thick copper conductive layer and a thick-
film gold layer on top. The gold layer has a thickness between 0.3µm and 3µm and is
on top of a 0.7µm to 7µm thick nickel layer used as adhesion promoter.
In Fig. 3.6 a closeup on the electrodes of two trap boards are shown, one of which is
laser cut and the other is milled. The segment length, slit width and gap between the
electrode array were measured with a calibrated microscope6. Visible is the difference
between the two machining techniques. The corners of the milled electrodes are less de-
fined and give rise to a higher uncertainty in the slit width, which varies in the measured
sample of about 40µm, compared to a scatter of 20µm for the laser machined sample.
Furthermore, the edges are rippled on the front side, possibly leading to distortions of
the trapping potential. The laser cut structures have a higher precision with a lower
uncertainty in the corners. Here a difference in quality is visible between the separated
ground electrodes of the front and back side (left and right in Fig. 3.6). Due to the
higher quality of the edges and corners machined by both techniques on the back side
of the wafers, the design is adjusted, such that the back side of the wafers is facing the
ions.
The trap consists of a stack of four wafers that carry the electrodes and are glued
on a 1.5 mm thick carrier board, which provides mechanical stability and the electrical
connections to the trap, see figure 3.7.
Two identical boards (1), one of which is rotated by 180 ◦ around the trap axis relative
6Courtesy: A. Ruhz, Dep. 5, PTB
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Figure 3.6: Closeup on the electrode region of the machined Rogers wafers. Top: A
trap board ((1) see Fig. 3.7) with laser cut electrodes on front and back side (from left
to right). Bottom: A trap board with milled electrodes on front and back side (left
to right). The back sides face the ions in the assembled trap stack due to the higher
machining quality, indicated by the measured distances.
10mm
a)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
b)
Figure 3.7: a) Photograph of the assembled trap stack with on-board filter electronics,
connector pins for dc voltages on the carrier board and rf feed copper strips. b) Scheme
of the trap assembly with two trap (1) and two compensation (2) boards with spacers
(dark grey) on the corners to provide optical access for the laser beams.
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to the other, form the quadrupole trap. They are separated by four 1 mm thick spacers
placed in the corners. An additional board (2) is attached on top of each of the trap
boards, with spacers of 0.25 mm thickness. With the spacers in the corners there is
various access for laser beams to the trapping region. The carrier board provides gold
pins for the dc voltage connections and a mount for the rf connection. The rf lead is a
0.1 mm thick, oxygen-free copper foil cut into 5 mm wide stripes of equal length to avoid
phase shifts on the rf electrodes.
To prevent coupling of rf power into the dc voltage sources as well as coupling of
high-frequency noise onto the trap electrodes, low-pass filters are soldered directly on
the trap boards close to the electrodes. Resistors7 with R = 300 kΩ and capacitors8
with C = 4.7 nF are connected as a first order low-pass with a cutoff-frequency of
νcutoff = 113 Hz. The dc connections from the individual trap boards to the carrier
boards are provided by bonding gold wires.
The assembly of both traps is done in four steps. First, the SMD parts and rf leads
are soldered with vacuum compatible solder9 manually. A solder iron with an SMD
suitable tip10 is used in connection with an infrared heating plate, which is held at a
temperature between 150 ◦C and 180 ◦C, to compensate thermal losses of the conductive
layers and the copper foil. The temperature of the iron is limited to 275 ◦C to protect the
terminations of the SMD parts. The resistors have shown to be more sensitive than the
capacitors and heating times of several seconds lead to destruction of the terminations.
For the copper foil stripes a bigger tip is used to provide enough heating power at the
soldered spot. The SMD parts need to be fixed with a tweezer when soldered, because
the surface tension of the liquified solder in connection with the low weight of the parts
leads to standing up of the parts when melting the solder. Remaining flux is cleaned,
with propanole and acetone.
In the second step, the wafers are aligned and glued together. The alignment of the
trap boards is done under a microscope11, that has two translation stages with a scale
of 1µm and a rotation stage with a scale of 10 ′′, which corresponds to 0.05 mrad. After
aligning one board with the moving stages to a cross hairs the focus of the image is
changed to the other board and the alignment repeated, with the first board being fixed
on the table.
After alignment the wafers are glued together with a vacuum compatible glue12, that
can be cured either thermally or by UV-light. This has the advantage of glueing the
wafers one after another with a UV lamp, instead of having to move the whole stack
to bring it from the microscope to the oven and risk misalignment. The glue is applied
with a thin and elastic copper wire in order to avoid misalignment of the loose wafer,
which is additionally fixed by putting some weight on top. Another reason to do this is
to avoid creeping of glue between the wafers and therefore causing misalignment. The
7company: Barry industries, part number: RP0402BA-3003 JN-91
8C = 4.7 nF, company: Novacap, part number: 0402 C472 J500 PH-HB
9Kester: 80Sn19Ag1Cu
10iron: Weller, 80 W heating power, tip: chisel with (0.15× 0.4) mm
11UWM, company: Leitz. Designed for precise characterization of mechanical parts.
12Optocast 3410 Gen2, see http://outgassing.nasa.gov
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glue is cured with a broadband UV lamp13 with 1 W of optical power held at a distance
of about two centimeters above the glue for 200 s.
Figure 3.8 shows, in which order the trap boards are glued. In the beginning the
Figure 3.8: Scheme of the glueing of the trap stack. Starting from the thick spacers
in the middle, first the trap boards are aligned and glued, followed by the thin spacers
and the compensation boards. Finally, the stack is glued to the carrierboard. The glue
is applied with a thin copper wire with high flexibility in order not to push the wafers
after the alignment procedure.
thick spacers are glued to one trap board and stacked with the other trap board to
align and glue them, as well. After fixing the thin spacers to the trap boards, the
compensation boards are aligned and glue one after another. Finally, the stack is glued
to the carrierboard. To make sure, that all glue is cured to avoid outgassing in the
vacuum chamber, the trap is put in an oven and baked at 130 ◦C for half an hour.
After glueing the parts together the complete stack is inspected under the microscope
again, to look for misalignment during the thermal cure. Looking from the top onto the
stack only partly allows evaluation of the wafer positions relative to each other. In
axial direction the upper compensation board covers the electrodes of the upper trap
boards, as well as the lower trap board is covered on both sides by the upper trap
and compensation board together. To investigate a rotational misalignment of the trap
boards the stack is tilted a bit parallel to the trap axis. Like this the edges of both the
upper rf electrodes and the rf ground electrodes below are visible. By aligning the cross
hairs to both electrode arrays one after another the rotation is measured to be as big as
the resolution of the rotation stage of 0.05 mrad or below. The relative axial position of
the trap boards was evaluated by looking at the short edges within the electrode slits.
Like this a displacement between the upper and lower trap board of about 20µm was
observed.
In order to avoid mechanical stress on the wafers the dc connections are provided by
bonding thin wires to the carrier board, to which the wires are plugged, that connect the
trap with the dc feedthrough of the vacuum chamber. Gold wires with 30µm diameter
are used for ball bonding. Because the height difference of the top compensation board to
the carrier board cannot be taken by the bond device, a lifting platform was constructed
to compensate for this. For an optimized bonding result, the trap is mounted on a heating
device controlled by the bond machine and heated to 80 ◦C. Since the heat conductivity
of Rogers is very low, the heating is inefficient and the wedges do not provide sufficient
13company: Dr. Ho¨nle, model: Blue Point. Power: 1.5 W for (290...550) nm.
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connectivity, which is why the bond wires are fixed at the end with a second ball.
In the last step gold pins are soldered to the carrier board. Kapton R© wires plugged
to the pins provide connection to the dc voltage feedthrough.
3.4 Magnetization of trap parts
The magnetization has been measured for each of the trap parts separately, as well
as for the assembled trap stack, in order to investigate the magnetic properties of the
materials. For this, the measured sample and the field probe are put in a box made of
µ-metal R© to reduce background fields. The probe is fixed to a bar, that can reproducibly
be translated with a precision of about half a millimeter. The measurement is carried
out by shifting the probe across the sample and to look at different field components,
either the probe is rotated on its mount, or the sample is rotated on the table relative
to the mount.
Since the samples have to be exchanged or their position needs to be changed, the box
has to be opened and closed several times between the measurements. It is observed, that
this leads to scatter of the measured field. To estimate the repeatibility of the measured
field, the empty box is repeatedly opened and closed and the field inside the box measured
for a fixed probe position. For this configuration a repeatibility of the measured field
of σB = 25 nT is obtained. The probe used is a fluxgate
14 with a sensitivity of 10 nT.
Another reference measurement has been carried out in order to obtain the magnetic
field along the scan axis of the probe without a sample, see Fig. 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Reference measurement of B-field in the box without a sample. This back-
ground field is subtracted from every measurement with a sample in order to improve
the precision. The errorbars show the resolution of the probe of 10 nT.
The probe is rotated such, that the vertical and the horizontal field component trans-
verse to the scan direction can be measured. To measure the second horizontal field
component, the investigated sample is rotated relative to the probe by 90 ◦ around the
14type: MAG02
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x axis, see Fig. 3.9. The used coordinate system is the same as used for the trap, with
the x axis pointing in the vertical direction in the lab frame.
First, the magnetization of the different parts, of which the trap is built of, was
measured. The SMD parts show no measurable effect, as well as surprisingly the trap
boards, despite a considerable part of the metal coating consists of nickel. As the boards
stick to a strong permanent magnet while lifting it, so the conclusion of the measurement
is, that the magnetization of the Rogers boards is less than 25 nT, most likely negligible
for clock operation.
The gold pins used as dc connectors show a magnetization of Bx = 1.1µT and
By = 0.5µT for a probe distance to the sample of 2.5 mm and 7 mm respectively.
Based on this result, the magnetization was measured with a complete trap stack to
make a conservative estimate of the field at the trap center. The probe was scanned
across the trap and all three field components have been measured. The probe distance
to the trap was 3.5 mm for the vertical field component and 8 mm for the horizontal
components. The results are shown in figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Measurement of magnetization of the milled Rogers trap. Shown are the
three components of the B-field measured by scanning the probe above the trap.
Above the trap axis the maximal field is ~B = (0.4, 0.3, 0.5)µT. Since the probe can
only be scanned above the trap, this measurement only can give a rough estimation on
the residual magnetic field in the trap center due to the pins.
Chapter 4
Experimental setup
Within this work, the experimental apparatus was set up, that allows to test different
trap designs. This chapter details on the individual steps. A schematic overview of the
vacuum chamber and the imaging system is given in Fig. 4.1, including the atomic ovens
and the ion trap.
Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of the vacuum chamber including the ion trap, atomic
ovens for ytterbium and indium and the detection optics. The laser beams are indi-
cated: Cooling and detection in three dimensions H1,H2 and V, repump lasers along the
trap axis Z and photoionization orthogonal to the atomic beams in V (perpendicular to
the paper plane). An aperture with ≈ 1 mm wide slits protects the trap from atomic
contamination outside of the loading segment. The detection is done either with a pho-
tomultiplier tube (PMT) or an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD)
camera or in a combination of both devices.
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First, a short review of the atomic structure of the test system 172Yb+ is given to
introduce the relevant transitions. This is followed by a description of the lasers used to
drive transitions for Doppler cooling, spectroscopy and repumping of metastable states,
as well as photoionization.
Second, the methods for photoionization of ytterbium and indium, as well as the
design of the atomic ovens are explained. The performance of the ovens is demonstrated
by frequency scans of the ionization lasers over the atomic resonances used for photoion-
ization.
The vacuum system containing the ion trap and the ovens is introduced and the
electrical and mechanical components are explained.
The control of the ion trap by rf and dc voltages is the focus of the Sec. 4.5. The
helical resonator used to provide high voltage at low power is introduced. The system
to control the different dc voltages for axial confinement and micromotion compensation
is explained and a scheme for calibrating the voltages is presented.
Finally, the detection scheme providing a combination of high sensitivity to fluores-
cence of a single ion with a photomultiplier tube (PMT), as well as a high spatial res-
olution for Coulomb crystal characterization by an electron multiplying charge-coupled
device (EMCCD) camera is explained.
4.1 Laser system
4.1.1 Level scheme of 172Yb+
The advantage of the even isotope 172Yb+, used to characterize the ion trap is the absence
of a hyperfine structure and thus a low number of states that have to be addressed. An
overview of the relevant energy levels is given in Fig. 4.2.
For efficient Doppler cooling the 2S1/2 ↔ 2P1/2 transition with a natural linewidth of
Γ ≈ 2pi× 20 MHz [50] at a wavelength of λ ≈ 369.5 nm is used. The saturation intensity
s0 is given by
s0 =
pihcΓ
3λ3
, (4.1)
which results to s0 ≈ 510 W m−2 for the given parameters. Furthermore, this wavelength
is used for detection and photoionization of ytterbium, see Sec. 4.3.
Due to the decay channel from the 2P1/2 state to the long-lived
2D3/2 state with a
branching ratio of 0.5 % [50], constant cooling of the ion is only possible by depleting the
population of this dark state. Light with a wavelength of 935 nm excites the ion to the
3[3/2]1/2 state from where the population decays to the ground state, which closes the
cooling cycle. In order to avoid optical pumping in the 2D3/2 state, an external magnetic
field of about 200µT is applied. Additionally, the fluorescence is optimized by aligning
the polarization of the repumping light with respect to the quantization axis given by
the magnetic field.
Collisions with the background gas in the vacuum chamber can populate the meta-
stable 2F7/2 state by a combination of non-radiative and radiative decays [51]. This state
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Figure 4.2: Partial level-scheme of 172Yb+ with atomic transitions used for Doppler cool-
ing and detection at 369 nm and repumping at 935 nm. A second repumper depopulates
the metastable 2F7/2 state, which can be populated by a combination of non-radiative
and radiative decays due to background gas collisions in the vacuum chamber.
has an estimated lifetime of several years [18,50], so the ion is lost for the experimental
sequence and the decoupling from the cooling-cycle leads to heating and eventual loss
from the trap. The state population is depleted with a laser at 639 nm. Also, quenching
of the metastable state population via collisions with heavier background molecules such
as H2O is observed.
4.1.2 Lasers
Four different diode lasers are used for photoionization, cooling and detection, and re-
pumping of 172Yb
+
. Four fibers guide the different lasers to the trap, three of which
carry the UV light for cooling and detection and photoionization and one of which car-
ries the red and near infrared (NIR) light for repumping. The setup for all lasers is
shown in Fig. 4.3. Included in this setup is the photoionization laser for indium, which
for completeness is described here. Testing of the indium oven and successful loading of
172Yb+ /115In+ Coulomb crystals is demonstrated later in this work.
For Doppler cooling and detection of 172Yb+ an optically amplified and frequency-
doubled diode laser system1 (extended cavity diode laser (ECDL)) with a maximum
output power of P369nm = 55 mW is used. Over time a decrease in UV power of the
system has been observed, mainly due to aging of the tapered amplifier (TA), whose
power dropped from initially 320 mW to 170 mW within three years. After this time the
UV power available after optimization of the incoupling into TA and doubling cavity
is about 10 mW. By moving the doubling crystal within the cavity a few percent of
the power can be recovered, which indicates damage of the anti-reflection coating of
1Toptica TA SHG pro, with DL pro
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Figure 4.3: Left: Schematic setup of the lasers used for 172Yb+ , including the pho-
toionization lasers for ytterbium and indium. The cooling and detection laser is split into
three separate beams that are guided by polarization maintaining fibers to the experi-
ment. Additionally, the photoionization beams are overlapped with the vertical cooling
beam. The ionization light for ytterbium is obtained by frequency doubling of light at
798 nm in a PPKTP crystal in single pass configuration. The indium photoionization
laser can also be detuned to the 2S1/2 ↔ 2D5/2 transition of ytterbium in order to pop-
ulate the 2F7/2 state for spectroscopy of the 639 nm transition. The two repump lasers
are overlapped and coupled into a polarization maintaining fiber. An additional fiber
coupling for the 639 nm laser provides connection with a frequency comb (FC) in order to
perform absolute frequency measurements. Right, Top: Next to the vacuum chamber
all lasers are focused with f = 500 mm lenses. The beam H1 additionally provides a
power detector. With a cylindrical lens the beams can be expanded in the horizontal di-
rection for spectroscopy of linear Coulomb crystals or in more than one segment. Right,
Bottom: All lasers are monitored with a wavemeter. Part of them are stabilized by
software lock.
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the endfaces of the crystal over time. However, this power is still enough to perform
spectroscopy on single ions or Coulomb crystals.
The laser is divided into three beams, all sent to the trap via polarization-maintaining
optical fibers. After the fibers, each beam is collimated and imaged into the trap with a
waist of w369nm ≈ 80µm using spherical lenses with an effective focal length of 500 mm.
The fiber collimators2 are equipped with achromatic lenses, in order to be able to overlap
the Doppler cooling laser with the photoionization laser in the vertical direction, as well
as with the stable laser at 411 nm. This laser is being set up in parallel to this work and
will be used for precision spectroscopy and sideband cooling.
The power used for Doppler cooling and detection of a single ion is ≈ 3µW, which
gives a saturation parameter of s369nm ≈ 0.6 for each beam. In order to perform spec-
troscopy on Coulomb crystals in more than one segment, the beams can be expanded
along the trap axis using additional cylindrical lenses, that act as a telescope together
with the spherical lenses in the horizontal direction, see Fig. 4.3.
A second ECDL system3 is used as a repumper in the cooling cycle. It provides an
output power of about 40 mW at a wavelength of 935.2 nm. This light is guided to the
ions by a polarization-maintaining single mode fiber and focused with a spherical lens
of f = 500 mm into the trap along the trap axis Z, see Fig. 4.1. Like this, about 20 mW
are imaged with a waist of w935nm ≈ 125µm in the trap.
For a deterministic clean-out of the 2F7/2 state, a second repump laser, at 638.6 nm
is used in the experiment with an output power of P639nm ≈ 10.6 mW. About 5.5 mW of
this light is overlapped with the 935.2 nm laser beam, having a waist of w639nm ≈ 125µm
in the trap.
The overlapping of the two repump lasers leads to the problem of the single mode
transmission of light of the used fiber, since the two wavelengths are about 300 nm apart
from each other. The single mode cutoff wavelength is chosen to about 890 nm which
means, that the repumper for the 2F7/2 state is not guided single mode anymore. Instead,
the transverse mode of the laser can take a double peak shape, see Fig. 4.4.
Shown is the shape of the laser beam and its position relative to the Gaussian mode
of the 935 nm repumper. It is recorded with a beam profile camera at the focus of
the beams, which is imaged to the ion position. After adjusting the 935 nm laser only
little intensity of the other repumper will be exposed to the ions because of this mode
structure, making this laser inefficient. However, by adjusting the coupling of the 639 nm
laser into the fiber the shape of the output can be adjusted to a Gaussian like shape
with a considerable overlap with the 935 nm laser, see Fig. 4.4. Due to the sensitivity of
this effect to the shape of the fiber, which can be changed by thermal fluctuations in the
lab or moving of the fiber, the coupling needs to be checked weekly in order to maintain
overlap of the two beam profiles.
For photoionization of ytterbium, a frequency-doubled ECDL system is used to reso-
nantly excite neutral 172Yb to its 1P1 state. An infrared power of 80 mW is guided single
pass through a Brewster-cut periodically-poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP)
2Scha¨fter & Kirchhoff: for UV: 60FC-4-M10-01 with anti-reflection coating for 400− 700 nm. for IR:
60FC-4-M12-NIR-10 with anti-reflection coating for 630− 980 nm.
3DL 100, Toptica
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Figure 4.4: Images of the intensity profiles of the two repump lasers at the focus of
the imaging lens in the axial beam (Z), which is imaged in the trap. a) Image of the
single-mode output of the optical fiber for the repump laser at 935 nm. The center of the
beam is marked with a cross-hairs, which is kept at the same position in all pictures for
comparison. b) Image of the repump laser at 639 nm for non-optimized fiber coupling.
Almost no intensity of the laser is present in the center of the other repump laser, because
the laser light is not guided single-mode through the fiber. c) Image of the 639 nm laser
after optimizing the fiber coupling with the intensity maximum showing good overlap
with the other repump laser. Both lasers have a measured radius of about 125µm when
overlapped.
crystal, which generates a power of P399nm ≈ 80µW in the second harmonic wave after
optimized phase matching. The crystal is heated to a temperature of about 51.4 ◦C,
which is provided by a heat resistor. A power of 7µW is sent to the atoms through the
same fiber as the vertical cooling beam with an imaged waist of about 80µm.
A second photoionization laser, resonantly exciting neutral 115In, is installed as well,
delivering an output power of about 5.8 mW at a wavelength of about 410.3 nm. The
beam is overlapped with the ytterbium photoionization laser and sent vertically through
the trap as well. The photoionization schemes and the oven design will be explained in
detail in Sec. 4.3
4.2 Laser stabilization
A wavelength meter based on a Fizeau interferometer4 with an 8-channel multi-mode
fiber switch is used to stabilize all lasers. This is realized by a self-written software lock,
that compares the wavemeter readout to a set value and applies corrections as a feedback
to the piezo voltage of the laser system as well as the diode current5. Depending on the
exposure time of each channel, the fiber switch allows for a maximal readout rate of
about 1 ms per channel, therefore giving a maximal bandwith of the lock of 1 kHz, if
only one channel is used. Because there are always four to five channels in use and
some of them require a higher exposure time due to the lower available laser power, the
bandwidth is reduced significantly to values in a range of 10...100 Hz.
4High Finesse, WS-7
5Simultaneous modulation of piezo voltage and diode current is provided by the feedforward function
of the Toptica control unit.
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This stabilization scheme is sufficient to prevent the lasers from slow drifts and is only
limited by the instability of the wavemeter. The latter was investigated by measuring
the wavelength of a stable laser with the wavemeter and calculating the Allan deviation.
The laser used is a diode laser system stabilized to an ULE cavity, which leads to a
sub-hertz linewidth and a linear drift of ∼ 100 mHz s−1, which can be neglected on time
scales of several days. Figure 4.5a shows the Allan deviation of a measurement over 20
minutes exhibiting a drift of the wavemeter of about 3 MHz per hour.
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Figure 4.5: a) Allan deviation of the wavemeter readout from the stable laser at 822 nm
over a measuring time of 20 minutes. A drift of ∼ 3 MHz h−1 is deduced. b) The atomic
resonance of ytterbium measured over more than one year. The frequency of the 798 nm
laser is given as the difference of the measured resonance to the set value of the laser
stabilization. The overall drift is in agreement with the specified absolute accuracy of
200 MHz of the wavemeter. A change from day to day of about up to 50 MHz is in
accordance with the drift derived from the measurement of the stable laser.
On the timescale of seconds the stability is about 1 MHz, which is sufficient to prevent
the lasers from drifting within typical measurement time scales of seconds to minutes.
For example, during photon-correlation spectroscopy the acquisition time of a single
measurement event is 30 s, see Sec. 5.2.
To evaluate the instability on longer time scales a measurement of the atomic reso-
nance at 399 nm as a function of time is plotted over a period of more than one year, see
Fig. 4.5b. The measured deviation is in agreement with the specified abolute accuracy
of 200 MHz in multi-channel switch operation. A day to day drift of about 50 MHz is
consistent with the drift estimated from the Allan deviation.
Recording the wavelength of this laser over several days together with the ambient
temperature of the wavemeter reveals a clear dependence of the wavemeter readout with
the temperature, with a proportionality factor of 15 MHz K−1.
In order to correct this drift on the different laser wavelengths, the atomic resonances
and the resonance of the cooling transition have been measured repeatedly and compared
to the frequency of the stable laser. Figure 4.6 shows the correlation of the different lasers,
giving a linear function with characteristic slope for each laser l: ν(l)(t) = s(l) · ν822(t).
With this correlation it is now possible to correct the set values for the individual lasers
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ν
(l)
set by monitoring the drift of the wavemeter output of the stable laser ν822(t+ ∆t) after
time ∆t. Multiplying the drift with the individual slope a correction can be applied to
the set value for the lock of each laser in order to compensate for the wavemeter drift:
ν
(l)
set(t+ ∆t) = s
(l) · ν822(t+ ∆t).
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Figure 4.6: Correlation of measured frequency of the stable laser ∆(822) = ν(822) −
364 738 000 MHz with the wavelength of the other lasers, in order to compensate waveme-
ter drifts based on the stable laser as a reference. For each laser l a linear function
ν(l)(t) = s(l) · ν822(t) is fitted in order to correct the set values of the laser stabilization
after a drift of the wavemeter measured with the stable laser. The frequencies plotted
are relative to the according set values: ∆(l) = ν(l) − ν(l)set. The set values and fitted
slopes are a) ν
(739)
set = 405 646 363 MHz, s
(739) = 1.36± 0.09, b) ν(798)set = 375 763 584 MHz,
s(798) = 0.93± 0.08 and c) ν(410)set = 730 692 762 MHz, s(410) = 1.9± 0.7.
Worthwhile mentioning is the fact, that the repeatibility of the wavemeter decreases in
the range of short wavelengths, which can be seen in the higher scatter of the measured
neutral indium resonance compared to the ytterbium resonances. For ytterbium all
monitored wavelengths are in the red and near infrared (NIR) range.
4.3 Atomic oven design and photoionization of Yb
and In
In the experiment 172Yb+ and 115In+ ions are created by photoionization of atoms in the
trapping region.
Both ionization schemes consist of a two-step excitation, in which the atoms are first
excited resonantly to an intermediate state with the photoionization lasers described in
Sec. 4.1. To reach the ionization threshold in the case of ytterbium the energy of two
photons at 399 nm is not sufficient. For this the cooling laser is used. In the case of
indium the ionization threshold is lower than the energy of two photons at 410 nm, thus
one laser is sufficient. Both schemes are visualized in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8.
The oven design consists of a vertical tantalum tube with an outer diameter of
1.02 mm and an inner diameter of 0.86 mm. On both ends, copper wires are spot-welded
to provide the heating current, see Fig. 4.7. A 0.4 mm diameter hole on the side of the
tantalum tube generates a cone of atomic vapour. To collimate the atomic beams of
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both ovens, a copper shield with two slits of ≈ 1 mm in the horizontal direction is placed
between the ovens and the trap, assuring atomic flux through the loading segment, while
the spectroscopy segments do not get contaminated, see Fig. 4.1.
Because the collimated atomic beams pass horizontally through the trap and the
photoionization light is guided vertically, Doppler shifts and broadening of the atomic
lines are avoided.
Figure 4.7: Left: The ionization scheme for ytterbium as a two-step excitation. Right:
Scan of the 399 nm laser with isotope enriched 172Yb sample. The expected resonances of
the various isotopes [52] are indicated by triangles. The left inset shows a picture of the
loading trap segment with atoms fluorescing in the trace of the vertical photoionization
laser. The bright spot is a cloud of laser cooled 172Yb+ ions. The right inset shows a
drawing of the oven. At the ends of the tantalum tube copper wires are spot-welded,
which are separated by a macor spacer held together by a steel ring.
For ytterbium an isotopically-enriched sample is used, as the natural abundance of
the isotopes 172Yb and 173Yb are 22 % and 16 %, respectively. Their photoionization
resonances are separated by only 55 MHz and exhibit considerable overlap, which is why
it is important to avoid broadening effects. Two frequency scans of the photoionization
laser are shown in Fig. 4.7. The earlier one displays the dominant peak for the isotope
172Yb, but also a residual abundance of other isotopes, in particular 173Yb. The full-
width half maximum is measured as about 35 MHz at a saturation parameter of s =
2Ω2/Γ2 . 1, where Ω is the Rabi-frequency and Γ the decay rate of the excited state.
Within about four months a depletion of the other isotopes occured without recovering
again, which is shown in the later scan.
Furthermore, an image of the loading segment is shown in Fig. 4.7. Neutral ytterbium
atoms are visible in the trace of the photoionization laser passing vertically through the
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trap. The bright spot in the middle of the trapping region is a cloud of laser cooled
172Yb+ ions. The collimation of the atomic beam could be verified by scanning the
laser beam through all trapping segments and detecting fluorescence only in the loading
segment. A beam width of about less than two millimeters was observed positioned in
the center of the loading segment.
The indium oven has been tested as well. Because the natural abundance of 115In is
about 95 % an enriched sample is not necessary. As a source a piece of a wire of 99.999 %
pure indium that fits in the tube is used. In the case of indium the only material suitable
for the oven is tantalum, since it is the only metal that does not alloy with indium.
By detecting an atomic signal with the same beam alignment as for the ytterbium
laser, the adjustment of the indium oven to the loading segment was confirmed. In
Fig. 4.8 a frequency scan of the photoionization laser is shown. The resonances are
Figure 4.8: Left: The ionization scheme for indium as a two-step excitation with a single
laser. Because of the hyperfine structure (HFS) four lines are visible in the scan. Right:
Scan of the 410 nm over the resonance. The signals are fitted with Lorentzian function
giving linewidths between 50 MHz and 70 MHz for a saturation of s ≈ 6. The highest
relative intensity of line (3) suggests most efficient ionization with this line. The relative
strengths of the individual lines show good agreement with previous measurements [53].
fitted with a Lorentzian function and the obtained linewidths are between 50 MHz and
70 MHz due to a saturation of s ≈ 6. From the relative signal strengths the most efficient
ionization can be achieved with resonance (3).
4.4 Vacuum system
The vacuum chamber is based on a DN250 tube with flanges on the side to connect var-
ious windows. A horizontal cut through the chamber including all relevant components
of the system is shown in Fig. 4.1. At the bottom flange all electrical feedthroughs and
a window for the vertical beam axis (V) are located. An 8 pole high current feedthrough
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provides connection with the ovens, a coaxial high voltage6 connector provides the rf feed
for the trap. A 41 multipole connector provides the dc voltages for axial confinement
and micromotion compensation.
The windows on the side of the chamber have an anti reflection coating in the ultravi-
olet (UV) range with a local minimum at 230 nm for the indium spectroscopy laser. For
the detection a reentrant window with a non-magnetic seal is mounted with a distance of
23 mm to the trap in order to obtain higher collection efficiency of the ion fluorescence.
Two horizontal beam axes (H1 and H2) are provided by four windows, aligned under
25 ◦ to a third axis (Z), which is in the direction of the trap axis.
Opposite to the reentrant window the vacuum pumps and an angle valve for connec-
tion of a turbo molecular pump for initial pumping are mounted. After that the vacuum
is maintained by an ion getter pump7, having a nominal pumping speed of 20 mbar l s−1
for air and a titanium sublimation pump8 in a DN63 tube, with a calculated pumping
speed of 490 mbar l s−1 for hydrogen.
After closing the chamber for the first time, a bake out was done with every compo-
nent built in except for the ion trap. The temperature was kept between 190...200 ◦C for
two weeks in order to clean the system and to reduce desorption of hydrogen from the
chamber walls. After this, the chamber was reopened to insert the trap contaminating
the chamber with water vapour from the air. From this conditions a residual pressure of
∼ 1.5× 10−9 mbar was obtained after pumping. Within a few months and by repeatedly
firing the titanium sublimation pump9 the pressure could be reduced to ∼ 4×10−10 mbar.
With the trap built in a modest bake out was done in order to further reduce the
water in the chamber. For two weeks the temperature was kept between 60...100 ◦C
leading to a reduced pressure of ∼ 1.5× 10−10 mbar.
After changing the laser cut ion trap with the milled trap a third bake out was done.
The temperature was kept between 100...125 ◦C for five days resulting in an end pressure
of ∼ 8× 10−11 mbar.
4.5 Trap drive
4.5.1 RF voltage drive
For the application of the rf voltage to the ion trap a helical resonator is used. One
reason for this is to match the impedances of the amplifier output and the trap in order
to reduce the power necessary for a given voltage. Another reason is the filtering of
amplifier noise by the resonator due to its small bandwidth at a high Q factor.
According to MacAlpine et al. [54] the resonator was designed for an unloaded reso-
nance frequency of about 45 MHz. Given the capacitance of the ion trap (see Ch. 2) the
resonance frequency of the trap – resonator system is expected to drop to about 25 MHz,
6HN-type
7Varian starcell
8Varian TSP filament
9For this a current of 47 A is applied for one minute.
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the designated trap drive frequency. A schematic of the resonator design is shown in
Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.9: Left: Schematic drawing of the helical resonator for rf voltage generation,
the dimensions are given in mm. A pickup not drawn here is mounted on the left cover.
The incoupling coil is mounted on the right side. Right: Measurement of the resonance
when connected to the milled trap. The fitted Lorentzian function has a full width at
half maximum of ∆ν = (39.0± 0.7) kHz and a maximum at ν = 25.67 MHz, which gives
a Q factor of Ql = ν/∆ν ≈ 640.
On the incoupling side a single winding coil is mounted next to the resonator coil to
inductively transmit the power into the circuit. The coupling is optimized by altering
the distance between the two coils for impedance matching.
After setting the distance to the optimized point an unloaded Q factor of Qu ≈ 1050
was reached. Connecting the resonator to the trap a loaded Q factor of Ql ≈ 640
was obtained in the case of the laser cut trap with a resonance frequency of Ωrf =
2pi × (25.67± 0.01) MHz. For the milled trap, which was built in at a later time, the Q
factor amounts to Ql ≈ 590 at a resonance frequency of Ωrf = 2pi × (25.42± 0.01) MHz.
The loss in the Q factor compared to the laser cut trap is possibly due to the thicker
wafers of the milled trap, in which more rf power is dissipated.
A schematic of the rf electronics is shown in Fig. 4.10. The rf signal from a frequency
generator10 is split into two paths one of which is used for the trap drive, whereas the
other one is used as a trigger for the photon-correlation spectroscopy, see Sec. 5.2. A
mixer11 is used to add modulation signals, e.g. for parametric heating of the ions to
measure secular frequencies. The modulated signal is amplified12 and coupled into the
helical resonator, which is connected to the trap. The attenuator before the mixer
reduces the signal by 3 dB to optimize the working range of the rf generator, in which
no internal switching occurs that otherwise leads to the loss of the ions.
10Marconi: 2024
11minicircuits: ZAD-6+
12minicircuits: ZHL-5W-1, amplification: 46 dB
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of the rf circuit for the trapping rf voltage. The rf signal is
split into two paths, one of which used for photon-correlation measurements (setup in
the green box, a detailed description is given in Sec. 5.2). The other part is amplified
and coupled to the helical resonator for impedance matching of the amplifier with the
resonator. The rf mixer in between can be used to modulate the signal, e.g. for paramet-
ric excitation of secular ion motion or as a controlled switch of the trapping potential
amplitude. The rf electrodes are connected directly with the output of the resonator
via copper foil leads and the coaxial feedthrough. The GNDrf electrodes are connected
with the vacuum chamber as is the resonator shield. The rf signal coupled inductively
into the resonator has an independent ground connection from the resonator. From the
pickup the monitor voltage Umon is read out with an oscilloscope.
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In order to monitor the rf voltage on the trap electrodes a thin copper wire is placed
inside the helical resonator sensing a monitor voltage Umon. The monitor voltage is
calibrated by measuring the output voltage of the coil with a low capacitance field probe
yielding a calibration factor κ = 5400± 340.
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4.5.2 DC voltages
The dc voltages are generated by an analog output PCI card13 and software controlled.
The outputs are connected to a self-built control unit, in which the trapping voltage Ut
and the compensation voltages Utc and Uec are added up and scaled appropriately, which
will be discussed in the following. The control unit is then connected directly with the
feedthrough of the vacuum chamber by a pairwise shielded multi-core cable in order to
reduce coupling of high-frequency noise.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic drawing of the dc voltage control. The voltages are generated
with the AO card and distributed in the DC control unit. On the trap wafers the voltages
are connected to the electrodes in series with a resistor in order to avoid currents back
to the control unit. The capacitors connect the electrodes to rf ground, simultaneously
shorting high-frequency noise to rf ground. The signals are calibrated within the PC
control software, but split up and added (subtracted) by independent electric circuits
within the DC control unit. Due to this, the calibration can be done with a precision
given by the tolerances of the electric components in the different circuits.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, Ut is applied to both GNDrf electrodes of a trap segment for
providing axial confinement or squeezing of the radial trapping potential. Utc is added
on one electrode but subtracted on the other in order to create an electric field for
micromotion compensation. This is realized in the control unit by two independent
electric circuits, whose outputs are directly connected with one of the electrodes for each
13National Instruments: NI 6723 with 32 analog outputs
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trap segment. Another two circuits provide the compensation voltage Uec, one with
positive and the other one with negative sign. A schematic of the dc voltage generation
and connection is shown in Fig. 4.11
The circuits provide low pass filtering and scaling of the voltages as well. The compen-
sation voltage Utc is divided down by a factor of four in order to improve the resolution.
For the extra compensation electrodes Uec is multiplied by 1.2. First, because the dis-
tance to the ions is larger and the applied field therefore becomes smaller for the same
voltage and secondly to use the full range of the operational amplifiers used. The analog
outputs of the PCI card have a range of ±10 V and a resolution of 13 bit, yielding a step
size of 2.44 mV. The obtained resolution for the different dc electric fields is given in
Tab. 3.4.
The whole system is calibrated by measuring the output voltages for given input
values and applying corrections to the input values within the control software. For
this the output values are plotted against the input values and a linear function Uout =
oc + sc · Uin is fitted, Fig. 4.12a shows a measurement of Ut on the GNDrf electrodes of
segment 2. The obtained calibration parameters oc and sc are applied to the input values
in the control software: Ucal = (Uin− oc)/sc. As a cross-check Ut is measured again after
calibration, see Fig. 4.12b.
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Figure 4.12: Example for the calibration of the dc voltages, shown is a measurement of
Ut on both GNDrf electrodes 1 (blue cross) and 2 (red x) of trap segment 2. a) Output
voltage measured before calibration showing the scale factor of 1.2. A linear function is
fitted to obtain the calibration factors: o
(1)
c = (−4.5 ± 0.3) mV, s(1)c = 1.2110 ± 0.0001,
o
(2)
c = (−3.5 ± 0.3) mV and s(2)c = 1.2106 ± 0.0001. b) Output voltage measured after
calibration with the applied corrections o
(1)
c = −4.5 mV, o(2)c = −3.5 mV and sc =
(s
(1)
c + s
(2)
c )/2 = 1.2108. The residual error due to the two different scalings is ≤ 10−3
for all dc electrodes.
The output voltages for the two electrodes providing Ut + Utc and Ut − Utc are not
perfectly balanced, because they are provided by independent circuits, that operate with
independent voltage dividers. The latter are matched only within their specification and
can therefore not deliver equal outputs for a common input signal. The residual error
in the scaling is ≤ 10−3. For the correction the average value of both measured scale
factors is chosen.
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The measured offset of a few millivolt stems from the PCI card, whose analog outputs
have a specified absolute acurracy of 10.78 mV at full range (±10 V).
4.6 Detection
The detection scheme, as shown in Fig. 4.1, is twofold: it is possible to either detect
with the EMCCD camera14 or with a photomultiplier15. Also, it is possible to detect
ions with both devices simultaneously using a 50/50 beam splitter. Figure 4.13 shows a
schematic of the lenses.
6.8 6.83.7 3.74.05
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Figure 4.13: Schematic drawing of the self-built retro focus optics for single ion detection
using five spherical lenses with one inch diameter. The focal lengths are from left to
right: 50 mm, 250 mm, 50 mm, −25 mm and 250 mm. The dimensions are given in mm.
The optimal distances between the lenses was calculated with commercial ray tracing
software. For diffraction limited imaging, tolerances of 0.1 mm to 0.01 mm need to be
adhered to.
The optics is a five lens retro focus system optimized with commercial ray tracing
software16. The distances of the lenses are optimized for a wavefront error of less than
λ/4. The lens has a working distance of 31 mm and a numerical aperture of NA ≈ 0.27,
which allows for a collection efficiency of about 2 % of solid angle. The lenses have a
broadband UV anti-reflection coating including the detection light of 115In
+
. The optics
is mounted on a three-axis translation stage.
The whole optical path is encapsulated in order to avoid stray light. In the box
containing the mirror and beam splitter a filter is protecting camera and photomultiplier
transmitting only the wavelength of the detected light. Different filters are exchanged
manually in order to detect the atomic signals of indium and ytterbium or the fluores-
cence of ytterbium ions.
14Andor: DU-897, 512 px× 512 px, quantum efficiency QE = 35 % for 200 nm− 370 nm
15Hamamatsu: R7207-01, Bialkali window, QE ≥ 20 % for 160 nm− 650 nm
16Oslo
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In this setup a magnification of V ≈ 25 is designed, yielding with the pixel size
of the camera of 16µm a theoretical resolution of about 600 nm. At the wavelength
λYb+ = 370 nm the diffraction limit is estimated to be dxmin = λ/(2NA) ≈ 570 nm. The
resolution achieved in the experiment is about 1.5µm. This was evaluated by measuring
the half width at full maximum of a fluorescence spot of a single ion. An estimation of
the wavepacket extension xx of the harmonic oscillator at the Doppler limit for
172Yb+
of TD ≈ 0.5 mK yields xD =
√
kBTD
2mω2z
≈ 175 nm, with an axial secular frequency of
ωz = 2pi × 100 kHz.
Chapter 5
Characterization of prototype trap
In this chapter measurements are shown to characterize the prototype trap and compare
the experimental results with the calculations presented in Ch. 2 and 3.
First, the controlled loading of 172Yb+ ions into the laser cut trap is demonstrated
and the optimized parameters for a controlled loading process are presented. Further-
more, the capability of trapping and Doppler cooling Coulomb crystals is demonstrated.
Secondly, the secular frequencies of a single ion are measured in both traps by para-
metric excitation of the ion motion and the Mathieu parameters are derived. These are
compared to the estimated values presented in Sec. 3.2.
Residual rf electric fields are measured in both traps using photon-correlation spec-
troscopy. The method is explained in detail, as well as the evaluation of rf electric fields
from the obtained data. Particular effort is put into the quantitative analysis of the data
and the determination of the sensitivity of the spectroscopy method.
With this, excess micromotion is measured in all dimensions in the trap and com-
pared to the FEM calculations presented in Sec. 2.4 and 3.2. The radial electric field
components are used to calibrate the spectroscopy, because the numerical estimation
gives reliable results within a few percents. The axial field component, which is about
three orders of magnitude smaller than the radial component, is also measured and
compared to the calculations. From this measurement, a deviation from an idealized
geometry to the built prototype trap can be estimated. For the axial rf field both the
laser cut trap and the milled trap have been investigated and compared with each other.
Using the photon-correlation spectroscopy, other properties of the laser cut trap
are characterized. By compensating the micromotion in the loading segment as well
as in the adjacent central segment over several loading cycles, the influence of atomic
contamination from the oven is investigated. Longterm measurements on different time
scales demonstrate the stability of micromotion compensation, a particular requirement
for ion traps in a clock. The crosstalk of the compensation voltages to neighbouring trap
segments has been measured and compared with the theoretical values.
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5.1 Loading and trapping ions
5.1.1 Deterministic loading of 172Yb+ ions
For a first test to trap ions, a single lens was used to observe the whole trapping re-
gion. The photoionization laser was sent through the trap vertically and aligned along
the trap axis until fluorescence of neutral ytterbium was observed while scanning the
laser frequency. Both lasers were scanned in frequency over the estimated resonances
until fluorescence was observed, after which the parameters could be optimized and the
resonances could be measured.
To test functionality of all trap electrodes, ions were loaded and shuttled into all
segments. Figure 5.1 shows two ion clouds trapped simultaneously and each illuminated
by one of the horizontal beams H1 and H2.
20µm
1 2 3
Figure 5.1: Top: Trapping of clouds of 172Yb+ ions in segments 1 and 3, illuminated by
beams of the cooling laser along H1 and H2. The stray light of the laser beams makes
the segmented trap structure visible. Bottom: Picture of a linear Coulomb crystal of
37 172Yb+ ions, trapped in segment 3 and imaged with the self-built lens.
The detection lens described in Sec. 4.6 was initially aligned by imaging the stray
light of a laser pointer with a wavelength of 410 nm and power of 1 mW illuminating
the trap electrodes. The position of the lens when imaging the corners of the electrodes
was recorded to interpolate the lens positions for the trapping region. For positioning
along the optical axis, a correction due to chromatic aberration was applied taking into
account the different wavelengths of the laser pointer and the cooling laser.
The conditions for controlled loading of single ions were investigated by varying the
power of the photoionization laser as well as the oven current. The optimal compromise
for both parameters was found by looking at the probability to generate reliably not
more than a single ion within a loading period of about one second or longer. The
optimal parameters found are about P399 ≈ 5µW and Ioven ≈ 5.5 A. In Fig. 5.2 the
fluorescence of ions loaded with a continuously running photoionization laser is shown.
Visible are the typical steps of the signal as each new ion appears and the Coulomb
crystal is rearranged. Also visible is the drop in fluorescence at the time of ionization
due to the heating of the crystal by the initially “hot” new ion.
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Figure 5.2: a) Loading of ions into the laser cut trap, with the arrival of each new
ion indicated by a step-like increase of the fluorescence. The drop of fluorescence at
some of the steps is caused by heating and temporary melting of the crystal when a new
ion arrives with high kinetic energy. b) Fluorescence of neutral ytterbium for different
oven currents. The blue (green) curve is recorded with a starting current of Ioven = 6 A
(Ioven = 8 A). The power of the photoionization laser is about 7µW. The lower current is
by experience the optimal compromise of fast heating and low rate of increase of atomic
flux in order to reliably load single ions. When starting with a too high current, the
atomic flux increases within only a few seconds to values much higher than required for
distinguished ionization of single atoms. When using a current less than 6 A the longer
warm-up period increases the dead-time of the experiment. However, for experiments
containing long loading periods a lower current yields a stationary atomic flux suitable
for single-ion loading. The attempt to start with a higher current to accelerate heating
and then turn down the current to lower values that gives a low enough rate of increase
of atomic flux is not successful due to the heat capacity of the oven.
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For an optimum cooling efficiency of trapped ions the intensity of the cooling laser
is rather low, s < 1, [55]. Within the optimization of the loading process it has been
observed, that the initial cooling of ionized atoms and therefore the recrystallization
happens faster for higher laser intensities, e.g. s ≈ 5 in Fig. 5.2a. With low intensity
it is possible, that ionized particles stay in higher radial orbits for several seconds or
longer without being cooled and detected due to the high Doppler shift with respect to
the cooling laser and are therefore not recognized as a trapped ion. Sometimes the ion
only can be cooled by detuning the cooling laser further away from the resonance to the
red and chirping it back. Thus, for loading single or only few (∼ 1...10) ions, it is helpful
to increase the cooling laser power. For an increasing number of ions the initial cooling
becomes more efficient even with low laser power due to the sympathetic cooling of the
present ions.
In order to characterize the thermal behaviour of the oven, the fluorescence of neutral
ytterbium was recorded for different currents, see Fig. 5.2b. Operating the oven at 6 A
the first ion appeared after 4-5 minutes almost exclusively as a single ion, while at a
higher current the probability of having two ions or more would increase dramatically.
Starting with 8 A reduced the time of heating up considerably, while making it very
difficult to load single ions due to the fast increase of atomic flux above the optimal
region. Reducing the current after about one minute down to 6 A decreased the atomic
flux to the value reached by starting at 6 A, due to the limited heat capacity of the oven.
One way to reduce the warm-up time of the oven while sustaining a low enough
ionization probability for controlled reloading of single ions is to not turn down the oven
current completely after loading but to keep it in a “standby mode” at lower current.
Another possibility could be to control the oven with a function that starts at a high
current and slowly ramps down to a stable value with optimized atomic flux.
5.1.2 Measured secular frequencies
For both traps the Mathieu parameters, as introduced in Ch. 2, were experimentally
determined by measuring the secular frequencies of a single trapped ion. This was done
using parametric excitation of the ion motion by modulating the trapping potentials at
the eigenfrequencies of that motion. First, the results for the radial parameters of both
traps are presented and compared to the values estimated in Sec. 3.2. Second, the results
for the axial parameters of the milled trap are presented.
The excitation of the ion motion is detected by imaging the fluorescence onto the
camera. When the modulation frequency approaches the resonance frequency the ini-
tially cooled ion will gain kinetic energy and start moving in a higher orbit of the trapping
potential, visualized by smearing out of the fluorescence spot, see Fig. 5.3.
The modulation of the rf signal is achieved by modulating the output of the rf mixer
with an additional signal generator1, as described in Sec. 4.5. Typical parameters of
the modulation signal Umod(t) = U0 + ∆Umod sin(ωmod t) are U0 = 135mV and ∆Umod =
5...30 mV, which yields a relative modulation depth of mrf = ∆Umod/U0 · Thel ∼ 10−4
1Hameg, HMF 2550
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Figure 5.3: Left: Image of a single ion while scanning the frequency of the axial
modulation signal (Top) and the radial modulation signal (Bottom). The heating of the
ion motion is visible when modulating the trapping potentials at the secular frequencies.
The resolution for this method is given as the minimum frequency step that leads to a
visible change in motional amplitude. In the case of the radial excitation the pictures
do not reflect the highest resolution obtained. Right: Parametric heating of the radial
eigenmodes of a three ion crystal, distinguishable by the amplitude of the individual ions
(from top to bottom: center of mass mode, “stretched” mode, “egyptian” mode).
of the trapping potential including the transmission Thel of the helical resonator
2. The
achieved resolution for the measured resonances is between σν = 0.2...1 kHz, depending
mainly on the laser cooling efficiency and the micromotion compensation in connection
with the modulation depth.
After measuring the secular frequencies as a function of the dc voltages and the rf
voltage, the Mathieu parameters of the traps are obtained by fitting a function to the
data having the same form as Eq. 2.4 in Sec. 2.2:
ωrad(Ut) =
Ωrf
2
√
p1,t · Ut + p2,t, with p1,t = a˜t/Ut (5.1)
and p2,t = a˜ax + 0.5 q˜
2
ωrad(Uax) =
Ωrf
2
√
p1,ax · Uax + p2,ax, with p1,ax = a˜ax/Uax (5.2)
and p2,ax = a˜t + 0.5 q˜
2
ωrad(Umon) =
Ωrf
2
√
0.5 p21,rf · U2mon + p2,rf , with p1,rf = q˜/Umon (5.3)
and p2,rf = a˜t + a˜ax.
Here, Ωrf is the rf frequency and the fit parameter p1 is a function of the varied voltage
and directly proportional to the corresponding Mathieu parameter. The fit parameter p2
2The helical resonator acts as a bandpass filter and the transmission Thel = Lhel(ν, Urf)/Urf can be
estimated with evaluating the Lorentzian function Lhel(ν, Urf), that is fitted to the resonance of the
resonator in Fig. 4.9, at the frequency ν = νrf + νmod, with νmod ∼ 500 kHz.
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Table 5.1: Radial Mathieu parameters measured in the laser cut and milled traps in
principle axes 1 and 2 are compared with calculated values. The values for the laser cut
trap are presented in Tab. 3.3. The values for q˜, which are measured with an error of
one percent, are normalized with the calibration factor κ of the rf pickup in order to be
compared with the calculation: q˜/Urf = q˜/Umon · 1/κ. This causes the uncertainty to
rise to about ten percent. All parameters, measured as well as calculated are normalized
with respect to the corresponding voltage.
laser cut trap milled trap
measured calculated measured calculated
q˜ 1 (6.7± 0.4)× 10−5 6.68× 10−5 (6.5± 0.5)× 10−5 6.94× 10−5
2 (6.6± 0.4)× 10−5 −6.69× 10−5 (6.5± 0.5)× 10−5 −6.94× 10−5
a˜t 1 (1.62± 0.04)× 10−4 1.41× 10−4 (1.57± 0.06)× 10−4 1.49× 10−4
2 (−1.51± 0.04)× 10−4 −1.19× 10−4 (−1.37± 0.06)× 10−4 −1.26× 10−4
a˜ax 1 (−1.07± 0.03)× 10−5 −9.64× 10−6 (−8.6± 0.5)× 10−6 −1.15× 10−5
2 (−9.99± 0.02)× 10−6 −1.08× 10−5 (−1.44± 0.05)× 10−5 −1.27× 10−5
contains the Mathieu parameters corresponding to the voltages that are not changed in
the measurement. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.4 and a comparison of the measured
Mathieu parameters of both traps with the theoretical values is presented in Tab. 5.1.
The axial secular frequency has been measured in the milled trap. For this the
modulation signal was applied directly on the central GNDrf electrodes
3. In this way,
the axial potential could be modulated in all three trapping segments without modifying
the electronic configuration. Typical parameters were ∆Umod = 10...100 mV and U0 =
0.5...9 V. Here, the relative modulation depth was on the order of 10−4 as well, in this case
due to the low-pass filter on the trap boards. Above axial trap frequencies of ≈ 190 kHz
an excitation of the ion motion could not be observed. The achieved resolution of the
measured frequency is σν = 20 Hz.
The axial secular frequencies have been measured as a function of the dc voltages
Uax and Ut and the trap parameters have been derived from:
ωax(Uax) =
Ωrf
2
√
p1 · Uax + p2 with p1 = a˜ax/Uax, p2 = astray, (5.4)
ωax(Ut) =
Ωrf
2
√
p1 · Ut + p2 with p1 = a˜t/Ut, p2 = a˜ax + astray. (5.5)
Here, the Mathieu parameters are derived in the same way as for the radial frequencies.
In the case of the axial voltage two fits are applied, one with the second parameter
fixed at zero and the other one with p2 = astray as a free parameter accounting for
possible stray fields. With Ut = 0 no other contribution to the axial trapping potential
3The connection with the dc control unit was cut and an adapter was built to directly connect the
signal generator with the multi-core cable.
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Figure 5.4: Secular frequencies of a single 172Yb+ ion measured in the laser cut trap
(left) and the milled trap (right) by modulation of the rf potential. Both dc voltages
as well as the rf voltage are varied to directly determine the corresponding Mathieu
parameters. Shown are the measured resonances in both radial axes (red triangles and
blue circles) as well as the fitted functions given in Eqs. 5.1 to 5.3. The rf frequencies
are Ωrf ≈ 2pi× 25.66 MHz for the laser cut trap and Ωrf ≈ 2pi× 25.42 MHz for the milled
trap.
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Table 5.2: Axial Mathieu parameters measured in the milled trap are compared with
the calculated values presented in Tab. 3.3.
milled trap calculated
a˜ax (2.461± 0.004)× 10−5 2.05× 10−5
a˜t (−2.4218± 0.0007)× 10−5 −2.09× 10−5
is expected. However, the better agreement of the data with the function with two
parameters indicates the presence of an additional dc potential with negative curvature
in the direction of the trap axis4. The fit yields a value of astray = (−9.00± 0.08)× 10−6.
The results are shown in Fig. 5.5 and compared with the calculated values in Tab. 5.2.
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Figure 5.5: Measured axial secular frequencies as a function of Uax and Ut. a) A
fit to the data using Eq. 5.4 yields a˜ax/Uax. The fit including the second parameter
astray = (−9.00 ± 0.08) × 10−6 (black) matches the data, in contrast to the fit without
an assumed extra contribution (light blue). b) A fit to the data (black) using Eq. 5.5
yields a˜t/Ut. The second fit parameter amounts to p2 = (8.957± 0.001)× 10−5.
5.2 Photon-correlation spectroscopy
5.2.1 Method
A single 172Yb+ ion is loaded into the trap to measure residual micromotion by photon-
correlation spectroscopy [38]. This technique measures the rf field induced motion of the
ion via its 1st order Doppler-shift on a broad atomic line with natural linewidth Γnat,
see Fig. 5.6.
4In principal, the residual axial rf field gives an additional contribution as well. But the corresponding
ponderomotive potential has a positive curvature, unlike the fitted value. Furthermore, according to
the measured axial field, see Sec. 5.3, this contribution is νax(Urf) ≈ 0.6 kHz
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Figure 5.6: Intuitive schematic of the photon-correlation technique. Left: A scan of the
cooling laser (black dots) on a broad atomic line, fitted with a Lorentzian function (red
line) to determine the width Γ. The rf field induced micromotion vmm modulates the
fluorescence Sdet of a trapped ion on this atomic line due to the first-order Doppler shift.
The modulation of the signal Smod is directly proportional to the slope of the atomic line.
In the case of half of the maximum fluorescence the slope is 1/Γ. Right: The scattered
photons are sorted by relative phase to the rf signal and counted in a histogram (blue
dots). The modulation is obtained from fitting a harmonic function (red line) to the
data.
In order to resolve the weak modulation of the ion fluorescence at the trap drive
frequency, its scattering rate is correlated with the phase of the rf trap voltage. A time-
to-amplitude-converter (TAC) generates pulses with a height dependent on the time T
between a START-signal, triggered by the detection of a photon by the PMT, and a
STOP-signal triggered by the rf voltage of the trap. A multi-channel-analyzer yields a
histogram of these pulses sorted by height and thus, by time difference T , see an example
in Fig. 5.6b. Thereby, the modulation amplitude of the ion’s fluorescence at the trap
frequency Ωrf is observed. A detailed description of the method can be found in [38].
For each measurement, the data acquisition time is 30 s. The average photon count
rate at a detuning of ωlaser− ωion = −Γ/2 is about 10 800 s−1, including a background of
about 1800 s−1.
Using the laser beams in H1, H2 and V, respectively, the micromotion can be mea-
sured in all dimensions. The velocity amplitude of rf induced ion motion vmm is evaluated
using the linearization of the line profile around ωlaser−ωion = −Γ/2, which is a valid ap-
proximation for k vmm  Γ, with the wave vector k. In this case, the signal contribution
Sdet,i of each beam i can be written as
Sdet,i =
Smax,i
2
+ Smod,i sin (Ωrft+ ϕi) , with i=H1,H2,V, (5.6)
where Smax,i/2 is the ion’s fluorescence at ωlaser − ωion = −Γ/2, which corresponds to
half of the maximum fluorescence for a (saturation-broadened) Lorentzian probability
distribution. Smod,i is the fluorescence modulation amplitude and ϕi is the phase of the
signal relative to the rf voltage. To improve the fit of the data, the frequency of the rf
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trigger signal is Ωrf/2, so that the data set spans two rf periods, i.e. T = 0...4pi/Ωrf . From
the individual measurements along laser beams H1, H2 and V, the velocity components
along the trap axes are extracted using:
k vmm,y
Γnat
=
Smod,V
√
1 + sV
(Smax,V − Sb,V) fc , (5.7)
k vmm,x
Γnat
= Cx
√
A2 +B2 + 2AB cos(ϕH2 − ϕH1), (5.8)
k vmm,z
Γnat
= Cz
√
A2 +B2 − 2AB cos(ϕH2 − ϕH1), (5.9)
with Cx,z =
1
2 cos θx,z fc
and A,B =
Smod,H1,H2 ·
√
1 + sH1,H2
Smax,H1,H2 − Sb,H1,H2 .
Here, k = 2pi/369.5 nm and θx = 65
◦ and θz = 25 ◦ are the projection angles of the laser
beams H1 and H2 to the trap axes x and z, respectively. Saturation broadening of the
atomic line is taken into account by the individual saturation parameters si of each laser
beam. The background Sb,i due to stray light of the detection laser is accounted for as
well.
In addition, the amplitude of the measured signal is corrected by a factor fc, due to
the finite lifetime of the excited state of the ion. Only when the lifetime of the excited
state is much shorter than the modulation period of the signal (τ  Trf), the full signal
modulation m0 = S
(0)
mod/S0 is observed. In general, the fluorescence of an ion, when
excited by a periodic signal, obeys the differential equation S˙(t) = τ−1 S(t) + Sdrive(t),
with a periodic term Sdrive(t) [56]. The general solution to this equation is:
S(t) = e−t/τ
(
c1 +
∫ t
−∞
Sdrive(t) e
t′/τdt′
)
, (5.10)
which consists of a fast exponential decay and the damped response to the modulation.
For the fluorescence of a laser-cooled ion with micromotion, this modulation is Sdrive(t) =
S0 + S
(0)
mod sin(Ωrft), with S
(0)
mod ∝ |~k · ~vmm|. For times larger than the natural decay time
τ , (5.10) gives:
S(t) = τ S0 + S
(0)
mod ·
τ−1 sin(Ωrft)− Ωrf cos(Ωrft)
τ−2 + Ω2rf
, (5.11)
= τ S0 + S
(0)
mod ·
(
τ−2 + Ω2rf
)−1/2 · sin (Ωrft+ ϕi) .
From this the modulation mdet of the detected fluorescence is derived to be
mdet =
S
(0)
mod · (τ−2 + Ω2rf)−1/2
τ S0
= m0 · fc , (5.12)
giving a reduction in contrast compared to the modulation m0 of
fc =
1√
1 + (Ωrf τ)
2
. (5.13)
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With a lifetime τ = 8 ns [50], this correction term amounts to fc = 0.61 for our system.
The finite saturation parameter si ≈ 0.6 of each laser beam leads to a reduction of
the measured micromotion velocity amplitude of about 26 %. It is evaluated before the
measurement by scanning the cooling laser over the resonance for each beam and fitting
a Lorentzian profile to the scan. The fit gives the effective linewidth Γ and hence the
saturation parameter for each laser beam with a systematic relative uncertainty of about
8 %, which is the major contribution to the systematic uncertainty of the micromotion
amplitude vmm,i. In comparison, the uncertainty in the angles of the laser beams to the
trap axes are negligible and are therefore ignored.
Great care is taken to correctly subtract the background signal due to laser stray light
from the fitted offset Smax,i/2. The detection laser itself contributes about 5 − 10 % to
the background. In the case of measuring micromotion along V, laser beam H1 is present
during the measurement to compensate axial heating of the ion. For this purpose the
power in beam H1 is reduced by a factor of 14 and makes no detectable contribution to
the modulation amplitude. A constant offset is subtracted from Smax,V/2 to account for
the additional background from H1.
5.2.2 Sensitivity of the method
Another error contribution to the measured micromotion is found to be due to frequency
and intensity fluctuations. The latter contribute as well, since the line shape and there-
fore the slope depend on the saturation parameter. These fluctuations occur on a time
scale of minutes and cause a scatter of separate measurements, which usually happen in
an aquisition time of 30 s. The corresponding error is estimated by repeatedly measuring
the micromotion at fixed experimental parameters and evaluating the scatter of the data
as the standard deviation. The results are shown in Fig. 5.7 for H1, in which the data
are plotted against the average PMT signal.
From the measured signal alone it cannot be distinguished clearly between frequency
and intensity fluctuations, since both lead to different average ion fluorescence. Mon-
itoring the power of the cooling laser shows, that the intensity usually stays constant
well within ten percent over a measurement period of several hours. Besides that, as the
laser frequency slowly drifts with the wavemeter, the average fluorescence and therefore
the fitted offset changes for individual measurements. On longterm scale these drifts
are compensated by adjusting the set value of the wavemeter, such that the monitored
fluorescence returns to the right value5.
From this measurement a standard deviation of σlaser = 0.01 accounting for the
relative amplitude fluctuations is determined. This value is added quadratically to the
error of the measured micromotion velocity as a statistical uncertainty that appears
due to the statistical nature of the underlying systematic fluctuations. It is also a
conservative estimate and not adjusted each time the performance of the laser or the
wavemeter changes. In the case of the vertical laser beam this value is added directly.
5The characterization of the wavemeter has been shown in Sec. 4.2. With the stable laser being
continuously available, it is also possible to monitor the wavemeter drift directly instead of through the
fluorescence.
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Figure 5.7: Left: Repeated micromotion measurement in H1 correlated with the average
fluorescence (inset). The trap parameters are Urf ≈ 810 V, Uax ≈ 4 V and Ut ≈ 0.05 V.
The laser power is PH1 ≈ 3µW. Right: The fitted offset Smax/2 exhibits a linear
dependence, whereas the modulation Smod is constant within the error.The uncertainty
of the measurement is evaluated as the sample standard deviation and amounts to 0.01,
which is added as an independent contribution to the error of the measured micromotion
velocity vmm.
For the horizontal beams the projection on the corresponding coordinate axis is taken
into account. The total error σtot,i is then:
σtot,i =
√(
σvmm,i
)2
+
(
σlaser
cos θi
)2
. (5.14)
The error σvmm,i is evaluated with Gaussian error propagation from Eqs. (5.7) to (5.9) an
includes the uncertainty of the effective linewidth Γ, described in the preceding section,
as well as the fit error.
5.2.3 Evaluation of the rf field and resolution
The amplitude of the rf trapping field is calculated from the measured micromotion by
comparing the kinetic energy6 of the micromotion with the potential energy of the ion
in the rf trapping potential:
1
4
mv2mm,i =
e2E2rf,i
4mΩ2rf
with i = x, y, z (5.15)
⇒ Erf,i = vmm,i mΩrf
e
. (5.16)
6The kinetic energy of the micromotion is given by the time averaged squared velocity, which is half
the measured squared velocity amplitude vmm: 〈v2〉 =
∫ Trf
0
v2mm cos
2(Ωrft) dt =
1
2 v
2
mm
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In the same way the error for the rf field is obtained.
Summarizing, the resolution of the photon-correlation spectroscopy is evaluated in
units of the rf electric field. The highest resolution is obtained for the micromotion y
component measured along laser beam V with a scatter of σrf,y = 21 V/m due to the
uncertainty σlaser. For the measurements along the trap axis this uncertainty is 22 V/m.
The lowest resolution is obtained in x direction with σrf,x = 49 V/m. The fit to the data
contributes an additional statistical uncertainty of 8 V/m.
As an example, Fig. 5.8 shows the histograms of two measurements of the radial
micromotion component along the y-axis of a single ion as measured by the laser beam
along V.
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Figure 5.8: Photon-correlation signal of micromotion along y direction as measured with
vertical laser beam (V). The acquisition time is 30 s. a) Ion with optimized micromotion.
Restricting the phase to −pi/2 < ϕi < pi/2 the fit yields Smod/Smax = 0± 0.0017. b) Ion
shifted by ∆Uec = 5.8 mV (corresponding to ∆x = 57 nm) in x direction. The red line is
a sine fit to the data with Smod/Smax = 0.011± 0.0016.
As shown in Fig. 5.8, an electric field of ∆Ex = 0.9 V/m, corresponding to ∆Uec =
5.8 mV, has to be applied to produce a detectable micromotion along the y-axis. This
corresponds to an rf field amplitude of Erf,x = (51± 23) V/m, or an excess micromotion
amplitude of 1.1 nm. With (∆ν/ν)mm = −〈v2mm〉/2c2, this gives a relative frequency
shift due to time dilation of −8.5 × 10−20. Here, the resolved rf field is limited only
by the resolution of the dc voltage control on the electrodes that move the ion radially.
It is worthwhile mentioning that the rf field induced Stark shift is about an order of
magnitude smaller than the shift due to time dilation, as shown in [19], and therefore
negligible in this work.
5.3 Micromotion in the trap
5.3.1 Radial micromotion
To characterize and test the photon-correlation method quantitatively, a single ion was
first shifted in both radial directions of the trap, where the strong rf quadrupole potential
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dominates and its field gradients can be determined accurately from the measurements
of the secular frequencies. In Fig. 5.9a the micromotion measurement is shown for an
ion shifted along the y direction and in Fig. 5.9b for an ion shifted along the x direction.
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Figure 5.9: RF field as function of ion displacement in radial directions x and y. To check
the consistency of the measured micromotion amplitudes, expected rf field amplitudes
have been calculated from the measured radial secular frequencies (solid lines). In b)
the measured field gradient is obtained by a linear fit (light blue line) to estimate the
deviation from the calculated value.
The graphs show the measured rf electric field component perpendicular to the di-
rection of the ion shift as a function of the ion position in the trap. The position of the
ion is calculated according to Eq. 2.12 using the measured radial secular frequencies ωi
and the calculated dc electric fields Ei applied by changing Utc and Uec, see Tab. 3.4.
The secular frequencies have been measured in Sec. 5.1.2 in the direction of the principal
axes. Taking the average of these frequencies leads to a good approximation for the
actual frequency in x and y direction used here, which amounts to ωx,y ≈ 2pi × 482 kHz.
For comparison, the rf electric field obtained by the FEM calculations is plotted
together with the measured data as a function of the ion position. The measurement of
the x component of the field is in good agreement with the calculation. However, the
y component shows a deviation, which is evaluated by fitting the function |Erf,y(x)| =
∇Erf,y |x| to the data, yielding a field gradient of ∇Erf,y = (1.01 ± 0.01) × 109 V m−2,
which gives a deviation of about 25 % from the calculated value.
This discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the Rogers 4350BTM boards are
elastic. Pictures taken from the assembled trap stack show that the outer compensation
boards slightly bend away from the rf trap boards in the center and therefore have a
larger distance to the trap center in the x direction. This leads to a decreased static
electric field at a given compensation voltage Uec. An FEM calculation, in which the
distance between the compensation and trap boards is varied, shows a decrease of the
dc field in x direction of about 30 % for an increase of the electrode distance from the
spacer thickness tsp = 250µm to about 500µm, which is reasonable looking at the taken
pictures, see Fig. 5.10a.
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Figure 5.10: a) Picture of the laser cut trap from the rf side. The compensation boards
are bent away from the trap boards in the center compared to the edges, where the dis-
tance is given by the thickness of the spacers. b) In FEM calculations, one compensation
electrode array is shifted away from the rf ground electrodes, the compensation voltage
is Uec = 1 V. From a distance equal to the spacer thickness of 250µm to about 500µm
the field in the trap center decreases by about 15 %. With one or two compensation
boards bent away, the x component of the compensation field Eec can decrease to about
30 %, which gives a possible explanation for the discrepancy between measured data and
calculation in Fig. 5.9.
On the other hand, along the y direction the ion is shifted by applying Utc on the rf
ground electrodes on the quadrupole trap boards. As these electrodes are more rigidly
machined from one continuous wafer and measured secular frequencies have confirmed
the expected rf quadrupole geometry, no relevant deviations in the applied dc fields,
created by Utc, are expected here. This gives a strong argument for the good agreement
between the measurement and the calculations in the case of the vertical ion shift, where
Erf,x is measured.
5.3.2 Axial micromotion
To measure residual rf fields, a single ion was shifted in the direction of the trap axis and
the micromotion was measured in all dimensions. The laser beams have been adjusted
while shifting the ion, in order to prevent systematic uncertainties due to a change in
the intensity at the ion position.
The axial rf field is shown in Fig. 5.11 and compared to FEM calculations, that
include the contribution to the rf electric field due to the finite length of the trap as well
as the slits between the electrodes, see Fig. 5.12.
In the calculations the dominant contribution to the axial field component is due
to the electrode gaps with an estimated field gradient of about 1.5 × 103 V m−2 U−1rf .
Compared to this, the contribution due to the finite length of the trap is much lower
with about 5.1 V m−2 U−1rf . Adding up these values and multiplying it with the measured
rf voltage of about 810 V a gradient of ∇Ez,calc = 1.22 × 106 V m−2 is compared to the
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Figure 5.11: Residual axial rf electric field along trap axis derived from measured mi-
cromotion amplitude (diamonds) compared to axial rf field estimated from FEM calcula-
tions (solid black line), yielding a gradient of ∇Ez,calc = 1.22× 106 V m−2 at Urf = 810 V.
The blue line indicates the function fitted to the data: Erf,z(z) = ∇Erf,fit |z − z0|, with
∇Erf,fit = (1.74 ± 0.05) × 106 V m−2 and z0 = 100µm. The dashed line indicates the rf
field, for which the relative frequency shift induced by micromotion is smaller than 10−18
for an indium ion optical clock. The zero axial position corresponds to the ion position
for Uax,1 = Uax,3 = 4 V, where the measurement was initiated.
measured value of ∇Ez,fit = (1.74± 0.05)× 106 V m−2, see Fig. 5.11.
Alignment and machining uncertainties and their effect on the rf field have been
investigated in [19] and presented in Ch. 2. According to that, variations in the width of
the slits between the electrodes due to machining tolerances would affect the measured
field gradient and can be an explanation for the slightly larger measured rf fields.
In order to determine the residual field in all dimensions, the radial components have
been measured together with the axial component, see Fig. 5.13. With this an rf field of
115 V/m or below could be verified in the range of 40 < z < 170µm in all dimensions.
The sudden change in the range z ≈ 0...75µm in both graphs can be explained by
changes of the trapping potential over a two-day measurement after compensating the
micromotion only in the beginning. These can be caused by stray fields due to slowly
varying patch potentials over night. Since the measurements were done in the central
segment, the adjacent loading segment, which provides axial confinement could also have
been contaminated when loading a new ion.
Besides that, a deviation of 100µm was observed between the ion position with
minimum micromotion and the average ion position for symmetric axial dc voltages
Uax,1 = Uax,3 = 4.0 V, which is at z = 0 in Fig. 5.11. This can be due to angular
misalignment of the trap boards, leading to an offset in the axial rf field in the trapping
region [19], machining tolerances of the electrode notches or dc stray fields, shifting the
ion from their average position in the axial trapping potential. These effects are not
distinguishable in the present setup.
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Figure 5.12: Calculated axial rf field of the laser cut trap for an rf voltage Urf =
1 V. Compared are the contributions of the electrode gaps (dark blue line) with the
contribution due to the finite length of the electrodes (red line). A linear fit (green line)
to the linearly increasing field in the trap center yields a value for the field gradient
of (1.50 ± 0.01) × 103 V m−2 U−1rf , which corresponds to the black line in Fig. 5.11 for
Urf = 810 V. The finite length leads to a field gradient of about (5.11± 0.03) V m−2 U−1rf .
The dashed light blue lines indicate the trap trap electrodes as used in the calculations.
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Figure 5.13: Residual radial rf field along the trap axis measured together with the axial
field component. The x component is shown in a), the y component is shown in b). The
measurements are done over two days, with the same trap parameters and compensation
voltages. The offset of the data between z ≈ 0...75µm compared to the rest can be due
to a slow drift in the compensation over night. The red line again indicates the level at
which the micromotion induced fractional frequency shift amounts to 1× 10−18.
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For optical clock operation with In+ ions, the amplitudes of axial rf fields need to
be |Erf | < 115 V/m to guarantee a small enough fractional frequency shift due to time
dilation of |(∆ν/ν)mm| = 4E2rfe2/(m2Ω2rf) ≤ 1 × 10−18. In the laser cut trap a length
of ≈ 130µm is found for an rf voltage of 810 V, within which this condition is fulfilled.
At full rf amplitude of 1500 V, this length is reduced by about a factor of two, allowing
space for about 12 trapped ions.
For comparison the axial rf field has been measured in the milled trap as well. In
Fig. 5.14 the results are compared to the measurement and the FEM calculation in the
laser cut trap.
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Figure 5.14: Residual axial rf field measured in milled trap (red circles) and compared
to the measurements (blue diamonds) and calculations in the milled trap (dashed red
line) and in the laser cut trap (black line). The data are fitted (solid red line) with
|Erf,z(z)| = ∇Erf,z |z| yielding a field gradient ∇Erf,z = (3.4± 0.2)× 106 V m−2, which is
a factor of two higher than in the laser cut trap.
A linear fit to the data yields a field gradient in the milled trap of ∇Erf,z = (3.4 ±
0.2)× 106 V m−2, which is a factor of two higher than the gradient measured in the laser
cut trap. An FEM calculation of the milled trap was done using the measured values
for the slit width and segment length, see Sec. 3.3. A fit to the numerical data yields an
axial field gradient of ∇Erf,z = (1.56±0.01)×106 V m−2 at Urf = 810 V. Here, the thicker
wafers reduce the axial field component, whereas the larger gaps between the electrodes
increase the axial field (see Sec. 2.4 and [19]), which causes the slight difference to the
laser cut trap for a geometry without machining tolerances.
Comparing the two traps, it is found that the laser cut trap (milled trap) exhibits an
increase in axial field gradient of about a factor 1.4 (1.8). A possible explanation for this
difference can be machining quality of the milled wafers, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.6,
leading to higher uncertainty of the slit width and therefore a larger contribution to the
axial rf field. In fact, the scatter of the measured slit widths is about a factor of two
worse for the milled trap compared to the laser cut trap.
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Figure 5.15: Residual radial rf field measured in the milled trap together with the axial
component. In a) the x component is shown and in b) the y component. As in the laser
cut trap, here the radial field is below the value of 115 V m−1 in the region of the axial
zero crossing.
As a control measurement the radial components of the rf field have been measured
together with the axial field in the milled trap, see Fig. 5.15.
5.3.3 Longterm analysis of micromotion compensation
In the laser cut trap the changing of micromotion compensation over time has been
recorded in different measurements. One was carried out over several hours within one
day including reloading the ion twice, in order to determine changes of the micromotion
compensation due to contamination of the trap electrodes from the atomic beam. Com-
pared are measurements in the loading segment and in the central segment: see Fig. 5.16.
The trap parameters are Urf ≈ 810 V, Ut ≈ 0.05 V, Uax ≈ 4 V, Utc,3 ≈ −0.0552 V and
Uec,3 ≈ 0.3497 V, Utc,2 ≈ −0.0060 V and Uec,2 ≈ 0.6870 V. The saturation parameter in
each cooling laser beam is s ≈ 0.6.
Plotted are the micromotion components in all dimensions in both segments, as well
as the oven current to indicate the loading events. First, the data in the loading segment
are discussed.
For the vertical component, which is sensitive to ion shifts in horizontal direction, a
slow drift over about four hours is observed. The other two components do not exhibit
any drift. At the beginning of the measurement, the oven was running for about 15
minutes at medium current, which is sufficient for atomic scans and loading of single ions,
initializing the experiment. Eventually, the micromotion amounts to about 150 V m−1.
At 16:00h, this micromotion was minimized by changing the compensation voltage by
∆Uec = 20.3 mV, which corresponds to a dc field of ∆Edc,x ≈ 3.2 V m−1. Directly after
the compensation a new ion is loaded with the oven running for about five minutes, to
investigate the influence of a loading event. No change in micromotion in all components
is observed within the resolution.
About one hour later the oven is turned on again, this time for a longer period.
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Figure 5.16: Longterm micromotion measurement in the loading segment (circles) and
the central segment (triangles). In between, single ions are loaded to test the influence
of atomic contamination of the trap electrodes on the micromotion compensation in
the loading segment as well as in the central segment (red triangles). For the central
segment a measurement from the preceding day is shown (blue triangles). The oven
current (orange line) is indicated to mark the time for loading a new ion. Top: The
vertical micromotion component, controlled by Uec. The jump of the measured values at
around 16:00 is due to minimization of the micromotion applying ∆Uec = 20.3 mV, which
corresponds to a dc electric field of about ∆Ex ≈ 3.2 V m−1. Center: The horizontal
radial micromotion component. Bottom: The axial micromotion component.
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After eventually loading an ion and switching off the oven a small drift of the measured
micromotion is observed in both radial components, comparable to the drift observed
earlier in the vertical component.
Looking at the micromotion in the central segment, however, shows no change within
the measurement resolution in all components. The data points taken on the preceding
day exhibit the same values as well.
From this, it can be said that loading of single ions does not influence the micromotion
compensation significantly. The observed drifts are on the order of the measurement
resolution and do not allow a quantitative statement.
In the central segment the influence of the oven is negligible for this measurement
as one would expect, since here the electrodes do not get contaminated. The only
change one might expect to see is in the axial micromotion component, because the
contaminated loading segment provides axial confinement for the central segment. But
stray fields in this order of magnitude do not shift the ion axially at a detectable level in
this trap. In principle, the radial micromotion compensation voltages inhibit crosstalk
to neighbouring segments. As shown in the next section, dc fields of this magnitude are
also not detectable in neighbouring segments.
Furthermore, a heating of the trap due to constantly applying rf power does not show
any visible effect on the micromotion compensation on this time scale, since this would
affect the whole trap geometry and therefore the compensation in all trap segments. The
drifts observed in this measurement only occur in the loading segment, see Fig. 5.16.
Another observation of the micromotion compensation was done over 41 days, mea-
suring the micromotion in all dimensions at fixed trap parameters and compensation
voltages in the central segment. The parameters are the same as in the measurement
described before, the compensation voltages are Uec ≈ 0.552 V and Utc ≈ −0.013 V. The
measured micromotion is shown in Fig. 5.17.
Within the plotted period of 41 days a maximal drift of about 100 V m−1 per day is
observed in all components. For the x component there is drift showing up at the end
of the period indicating, that the vertical compensation changes. For the y component
all data points except the one from February 25th are constant within the resolution.
This demonstrates, that even over several days containing many loading events the
micromotion compensation stays optimized, an important feature of the trap, for an
application in clock spectroscopy.
The last analysis shows the dc compensation voltages obtained after minimizing
micromotion recorded over several months. Compared are again the loading segment
and the central segment, see Fig. 5.18.
For both segments the largest drift is observed in both dimensions between the mea-
surements in the beginning of the year and the beginning of July. For the x components
the optimal compensation field changes by about 35 V m−1 in both segments. This can
be explained by the bake out of the apparatus in April, which was carried out with the
trap in the vacuum chamber, see Sec. 4.4. Due to heating, expansion of the elastic trap
boards leads to deformation of the trap stack, therefore changing the distance between
the electrodes in x direction.
The drift of the compensation fields in the y direction is different for the two segments.
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Figure 5.17: Measured micromotion at fixed parameters in the central segment over 41
days. The trap voltages are Urf ≈ 810 V, Ut ≈ 0.05 V and Uax ≈ 4 V. The compensation
voltages are Uec ≈ 0.552 V and Utc ≈ −0.013 V. Shown are the a) x component, b) z
component and c) y component.
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Figure 5.18: Compensation dc fields after minimizing micromotion recorded over several
months in the a) loading segment and b) central segment. Plotted are the dc fields
calculated from the applied compensation voltages. The blue circles indicate the x
component, the red triangles indicate the y component. In April the whole apparatus was
baked at a temperature between 65...100 ◦C for two weeks (orange bar). In September
the trap operated over night, in total for ≈ 34 hours (green bar).
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In the loading segment a drift of about 25 V m−1 similar to the x component is observed,
whereas in the central segment only 5 V m−1 difference are measured. This differential
change can be due to desorption of atomic ytterbium from the loading segment electrode
during the bake out, since only the loading segment is contaminated and the thermal
expansion of the trap stack is much less in y direction.
After the bake out the compensation fields drift differently for the two segments.
At first, it looks like the expansion of the trap boards is reversed until the beginning
of September in both segments. Only the y component in the loading segment starts
again to drift in the opposite direction due to new contamination of the electrodes. After
this, the values change only at a small rate, except for a sudden jump between two days
observed in the central segment. This is possibly due to the fact that the trap was left
running over night in order to test trapping times for a single ion. The return of the
compensation voltages on September 30th almost back to the value before the two-day
measurement implies a relaxation of the trap due to switching off the trap drive at night
again.
5.3.4 Measurement crosstalk of compensation voltages
The crosstalk of compensation voltages to neighbouring segments was investigated in the
laser cut trap using photon-correlation spectroscopy. For this, a single ion was loaded
and trapped in the central segment and the micromotion measured as a function of the
compensation voltages in the loading segment. For normalization the micromotion was
measured while changing the compensation voltages of the central segment. The trap
and laser parameters are the same as in the previous measurements. In Fig. 5.20 the
results for changing Utc,2 and Utc,3 are shown. The data in each radial direction are fitted
with linear functions. An example is given for the measured x component due to Utc:∣∣∣E(i)rf,x (U (i)tc )∣∣∣ = s(i)x U (i)tc , (5.17)∣∣∣E(i)rf,x (U (i+1)tc )∣∣∣ = s(i+1)x U (i+1)tc , (5.18)
with the index i of the segment where the compensation voltage is applied. From the
ratio of the slopes s
(i)
x and s
(i+1)
x the relative crosstalk ctc,x of Utc to the neighbouring
segment is obtained:
ctc,x =
s
(i+1)
x
s
(i)
x
. (5.19)
This procedure is in the y direction similarly. The error is calculated using Gaussian
error propagation. The results are presented in Tab. 5.3 and compared with FEM cal-
culations. In the calculations the dc field components in the neighbouring segments are
compared to each other directly, see Fig. 5.19. Thus, it is important to keep in mind,
that the rf electric field components are measured orthogonal to the shifting dc field
component.
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Table 5.3: Cross-talk of compensation voltages Utc,3 and Uec,3 measured with a single
ion in segment 2 and compared to FEM calculations. The measured rf field component is
orthogonal to the shifting dc field component, thus the calculated dc field in x direction
is compared to the measured rf field y component and vice versa.
measured values calculated calculated
(z = 0) (z = 300µm)
ctc x 0.007± 0.001 0.015 0.006
y 0.005± 0.001 0.019 0.007
cec x 0.073± 0.005 0.09 0.06
y 0.12± 0.10 0.05 0.01
The same procedure was applied for changing Uec, see Fig. 5.21 and the results are
given in Tab. 5.3 as well.
The comparison of the measured data to the calculated values shows a difference
of up to a factor of four in the case of Utc. This can be explained by looking at the
calculation of the electric field along the trap axis, when applying a voltage in segment
3. An example for Utc is given in Fig. 5.19, in which both radial field components are
plotted along the trap axis for x = y = 0 over all three inner segments.
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Figure 5.19: FEM calculation of the dc field, when applying Utc = 1 V in segment 3.
The x (y) component is indicated by the black (red) line. The inset is a close up of the
region around the center of segment two. The relative crosstalk is obtained from the ratio
of the field amplitudes at the center of each segment: cx,y = Ex,y(z = 0)/Ex,y(z = −2.2).
The estimated values for the relative crosstalk given in Tab. 5.3 are evaluated by
reading the values for the field components in the center of each segment. Since the field
has a gradient, a region on the trap axis can be found a few hundred micrometers next
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to the center, in which the calculated relative crosstalk matches the measured values,
indicating that the ion may not be exactly in the center.
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Figure 5.20: Measured rf field due to micromotion of a single ion trapped in the central
segment (2). Plotted are the field components in x and y direction for changing Utc,2 (left)
and Utc,3 (right). For the fits in the loading segment (3) the data at Utc,3 = −0.05 V are
not included, since around this value the micromotion is minimized and scaling cannot
be observed. The fitted slopes in x direction are: a) s
(x)
tc,2 = (−46.3±4.6)×103 V m−1 U−1tc,2
and b) s
(x)
tc,3 = (−240±57) V m−1 U−1tc,3, as well as in y direction: c) s(y)tc,2 = (−40.5±3.4)×
103 V m−1 U−1tc,2 and d) s
(y)
tc,3 = (−282± 15) V m−1 U−1tc,3.
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Figure 5.21: Measured micromotion of a single ion trapped in the central segment (2).
Plotted are the micromotion components in x and y direction for changing Uec,2 (left)
and Uec,3 (right). In d) the data at Uec,3 = 0.5 V is not included in the fitting range.
The fitted slopes in x direction are: a) sec,2 = (354 ± 120) V m−1 U−1ec,2 and b) sec,3 =
(43 ± 34) V m−1 U−1ec,3, as well as in y direction: c) sec,2 = (−9.0 ± 0.5) × 103 V m−1 U−1ec,2
and d) sec,3 = (−663± 35) V m−1 U−1ec,3.
Chapter 6
Structural phase transitions and
topological defects in Coulomb
crystals
With the prototype trap introduced in the preceding Chapters it was possible to carry out
measurements on the dynamics of 172Yb+ Coulomb crystals during symmetry breaking
phase transitions. This section details on the work presented in Pyka et al. [57].
First, a brief review and historical background of symmetry breaking phase tran-
sitions is given to introduce the physical background of the presented measurements.
The Kibble-Zurek mechanism (KZM) is introduced as a possible scenario to predict the
scaling of the rate of defect formation with the rate at which the transition is driven.
Moreover, it tries to predict this scaling in a universal manner, such that it is applicable
to a wide range of physical systems.
The second section focuses on the structural phase transition from a linear Coulomb
crystal to a two dimensional “zigzag” configuration and gives the relevant equations de-
rived in accordance with the theoretical model of phase transitions elaborated by Landau
and Ginzburg. The KZM extends this model and includes non-equilibrium dynamics at
the critical point of the transition to explain the formation of topological defects (in the
following referred to as kinks) when the system changes from the symmetric (linear) to
the symmetry-broken (zigzag) phase.
Numerical simulations are described in Sec. 3, that are carried out in order to find a
range of experimentally feasible parameters as well as provide simulated data that may
be compared to measurements. Furthermore, the dynamics of the kinks are investigated.
In Sec. 4, the experimental setup and measurement scheme are described in detail,
focusing on the evaluation of the quench parameter, as well as the methods for analysis
of the obtained data.
In the last section the analysis of the experimental data is presented. The measured
data are compared to the simulated data and the observed scaling is analyzed.
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6.1 Introduction to the field
Phase transitions are ubiquitous in nature, from the melting of ice to condensed mat-
ter, super fluidity, formation of magnetic domains or phenomena in cosmology [58–62].
Intriguing is the fact that the behaviour of such different systems in phase transi-
tions exhibits universal characteristics that can be described by the same mathematical
model. So far, this has lead to a comprehensive effort of studies in a wide range of
systems [62–67].
A successful phenomenological approach to describe phase transitions is based on
theoretical work of Landau and Ginzburg [68, 69]. Here, the important properties that
determine the behaviour of a system near a phase transition are the relaxation time, as a
measure of the rate at which the system returns to its thermodynamic equilibrium, and
the correlation length, as a measure for the scale at which fluctuations affect the system.
Phase transitions are characterized by the divergence of the relaxation time as well as
the correlation length in the vicinity of the critical point at which the transition occurs.
Because this diverging correlation length becomes much larger than the interatomic
spacing of a system, its microscopic properties become less important and the behaviour
of the system can be described by universal scaling laws that are represented the critical
exponents [68]. Furthermore, the system exhibits anomalous static and dynamic physical
properties near the critical point, for example the formation of local defects in the globally
ordered structure of the symmetry broken phase of the system after the quench (change
in a control parameter of the system that induces the phase transition).
Kibble proposed a scenario like this in the beginning of the universe during the cooling
down and expansion after the Big Bang [58,59] to understand its current structure. The
idea was that fluctuations in the system freeze out when the temperature went under a
critical value, including temporary defects in the structure. These defects occur because
the fluctuations can only propagate within causally connected regions1 (domains) before
the freeze-out. After passing the critical point, the domains relax independently to the
new state, stabilizing the defects. In his work he attempted to predict a scaling law of
the formation of defects depending on the quench rate with which the phase transition
takes place. However, since he assumed thermal equilibrium of the system, he found the
creation of defects for the most part independent of the quench rate.
Zurek took over this idea and additionally took into account the non-equilibrium
nature of phase transitions. His argument was that the actual value of the correlation
length at the freeze-out time is determined by the rate at which the system can follow
the quench, which is maximal at the freeze-out time. Like this the correlation length
as a scale for the formation of defects is related to the quench rate. Based on this
concept the Kibble-Zurek mechanism has been investigated theoretically in a variety of
systems [60,70–72].
Several experimental approaches were successful in demonstrating defect formation
in homogeneous systems [62, 73, 74], but weak dependence on the transition rate and
limited control over external parameters so far prevented conclusive results on KZM
1Here, Kibble introduces the size of domains as the distance on which fluctuations travel at the speed
of light within the critical freeze-out time.
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related scaling of defect formation. Another difficulty in comparing experiment with the
theory is the task of determining the critical exponents of a system in order to give a
realistic prediction of the scaling coefficient. Recent predictions for KZM scaling focus
on inhomogeneous systems, in which the critical point is reached at different instances
for different positions, in contrast to homogeneous systems. An illustrative example of
each system type is given by the linear to zigzag transition of ions confined in a ring
trap (homogeneous) or a linear trap providing three dimensional harmonic confinement
(inhomogeneous). The latter is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Illustration of a structural phase transition in a Coulomb crystal. Left:
Release of the radial confinement at constant axial potential leads to a change from linear
to “zigzag” configuration with lowest potential energy. The system undergoes a phase
transition from a symmetric to a symmetry broken phase. In this finite inhomogeneous
system the phase transition occurs first in the center of the chain and propagates on a
front with velocity vF to the ends of the crystal. Right: Depending on the front velocity
the system chooses different configurations in the symmetry broken phase. Here, three
outcomes are shown: a kink (anti-kink) in the top (bottom) or a regular “zigzag” without
defects in the middle.
Here, due to the inhomogeneous inter-ion spacing, the phase transition first occurs in
the center of the ion chain and moves out to the ends on a critical front. These dynamics
enhance the role of causality and steepen the scaling of the rate of defect formation with
the transition rate as predicted recently for various systems [71,75–77].
In the presented work the defect density is measured as a function of the quench rate
for the linear to zigzag transition in 172Yb+ Coulomb crystals using the experimental
setup introduced in the preceding chapters. The experimental data are supported with
numerical simulations at the experimental parameters. The results give rise to questions
about new physical regimes in which a modification of KZM scaling is possible [74] with
respect to the predictions made in del Campo et al. [71].
6.2 Theoretical description
In the presence of laser cooling, such that the kinetic energy becomes smaller than the
Coulomb force-induced interaction energy, ions confined in a harmonic potential arrange
into a crystal-like structure (Coulomb or Wigner crystal) exhibiting collective dynamics,
which dominate the behaviour of the ensemble.
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The particular structure depends on the interplay between the trap potential pushing
the ions together and the counteracting Coulomb potential. The Hamiltonian of the
system is:
H(r, t) =
Nion∑
i=1
(m
2
r˙2i
)
+ Etrap + Ecoul, (6.1)
with Etrap =
Nion∑
i=1
[m
2
(
ω2x,i x
2 + ω2y,i y
2 + ω2z,i z
2
)]
, (6.2)
and Ecoul =
e2
4piε0
Nion∑
i<j
1
|ri − rj| . (6.3)
In order to minimize their potential energy the ions arrange into a structure that
depends only on the ratio of the secular frequencies transverse to and in the direction
of the symmetry axis. For a tight radial confinement the ions line up on the trap axis
forming a chain. For constant axial confinement when lowering the radial trap frequency,
at a certain point the ions experience an effective saddle-point potential [78] and the chain
becomes unstable. Eventually the ions rearrange into a two-dimensional zigzag structure,
see Fig. 6.1. Lowering the radial confinement even further leads to more complex three
dimensional configurations. In Fishman et al. [79] the stability of Coulomb crystals has
been investigated looking at the spectrum of the normal modes of the crystal. There it is
found that the mode which first becomes unstable at the critical point is the zigzag mode
and the critical frequency has been derived analytically from the dispersion relation for
a homogeneous system. According to Steane et al. [80] this critical frequency can be well
approximated for mesoscopic crystals (Nion ∼ 10...1000) by:
ωrad
ωax
= 0.73N0.86ion . (6.4)
A more important outcome of the work in Fishman et al. [79] is the demonstration
of the linear to zigzag transition to be a second order phase transition, which allows the
determination of the critical exponents.
In homogenous systems, for example ion crystals in a ring trap, the phase transition
occurs globally at the same instant. Here, the speed of sound is v = aωax [71], with the
constant lattice parameter a and the axial trap frequency ωax.
However, in inhomogeneous systems, for example ion crystals confined in a linear
trap as presented in this work, the critical point of the phase transition is reached locally
at different times. Here, the inter-ion distance a(z) is not constant and can be well
approximated using the axial charge density n(z) = n(0)(1 − z2/L2) = 1/a(z) [81],
with n(0) = 3
4
Nion/L and the half-length of the crystal L at the axial ion position z.
Thus, with the maximal ion density in the center of the crystal, the critical point is first
reached in the middle, propagating on a front towards the ends of the crystal. From this
it can be seen that defects can only form in a region where the front velocity is larger
than the speed of sound, which is a measure for the velocity of fluctuations propagating
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through the crystal. This enhances the role of causality, leading to a larger scaling of
the formation of defects.
Another characteristic systematic feature is motional damping of the fluctuations
driving the transition, sometimes also referred to as viscosity [82]. In the case of Coulomb
crystals in ion traps this damping is induced by the dissipative process of laser cooling,
which can be described in terms of the friction coefficient η:
η =
2s
(2 + s)2
~k2, at ∆ = −Γ
2
, (6.5)
with the saturation parameter s of the cooling laser, its wavenumber k and its detuning
∆ with respect to the atomic transition with linewidth Γ, see [83]. As in the analogous
case of a harmonic oscillator, the dynamics of the system, and thus the scaling of defect
formation, depend strongly on the friction parameter. In the overdamped case, the
dynamics close to the critical point are dominated by relaxation motion due to the
strong damping. Moreover, the the density of defects do directly depends on η, as was
derived for the linear to zigzag transition in Coulomb crystals in [76]:
do ∝ ηδ0
τQ
. (6.6)
Here, δ0 is the amplitude of the quench, when ramping down the transversal trapping
potential, and the quench time 2τQ is defined as half of the ramp duration.
In the underdamped regime, the dynamics is dominated by the oscillatory motion of
the ions, leading to a scaling of the density of defects du, that is independent from the
friction coefficient η and more pronounced [76]:
du ∝
(
δ0
τQ
)4/3
. (6.7)
This is the regime in which the presented measurements are carried out.
Both scalings shown here are derived for an ion chain confined in a harmonic potential,
obeying the inhomogeneous KZM (IKZM). The derivation is under the premise that the
region xd in which defects form is much smaller than the crystal size 2L: xd  2L,
in order to obtain a power-law scaling [84]. The scaling of 4/3 (1) derived here, is
significantly enhanced compared to the scaling of 1/3 (1/4) in the homogenous KZM
regime for the underdamped (overdamped) case [76].
Currently under theoretical and experimental investigation is the situation in which
the correlation length becomes comparable to xd, in other words, where not more than
one defect is created during a quench. In this case, it is suggested that the scaling of the
density of defects is doubled compared to the IKZM scenario:
d1 ∝
(
δ0
τQ
)8/3
, (6.8)
which has also been observed in several other systems [72,74,85].
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Two kinds of kinks have been identified [86] that are stable after the quench and
therefore within reach for experimental investigation, see Fig. 6.2. The “odd” kink is
created when a single ion between two independent domains is not able to follow the
configuration of either one during the quench and therefore remains on the symmetry axis
of the zigzag stabilized by the mutual Coulomb repulsion. This configuration is stable for
shallow zigzag configurations. However, when lowering the radial confinement further,
the ion breaks out into one of the edges of the zigzag rearranging the crystal in a new
energetically favourable position. This configuration, with the discontinuity still present,
is called “extended kink”. Because both kinks stem from the same creation mechanism,
they obey the same statistics. Experimentally, these statistics cannot be recovered in
every case due to loss mechanisms, as will be discussed later in this Chapter.
20µm
Figure 6.2: Pictures of experimentally obtained kinks. Top: “Odd” kink with the two
domains separated by an ion trapped in on the symmetry axis through mutual Coulomb
repulsion. This configuration is stable for shallow quenches. Bottom: “Extended” kink:
here the ion dividing the two configurations moves out to one of the edges of the crystal.
This is the energetically favourable position for quenches deeper into the zigzag regime.
6.3 Simulating dynamics of trapped Coulomb crys-
tals
6.3.1 Method and kink detection
Numerical simulations have been carried out to investigate the dynamics of defect for-
mation during quenches of the trapping potential, as well as to identify parameters that
allow for experimental investigation [87]. For this, the trajectory of each ion during the
simulation is calculated using a Runge-Kutta 4th order algorithm2 from the equations
of motion:
mr¨i = −ηr˙i +∇iEtrap(t) +∇iEcoul + εi(t), (6.9)
with the stochastic force εi(t) implemented in the simulation by adding a random kick to
the velocity at each time step in order to simulate thermal kicks according to temperature
2Courtesy: Ramil Nigmatullin
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of the system. For the realization of the trap, the effective pseudo-potential Etrap is used
with time-dependent radial trapping frequencies to create the quench. In this model
micromotion and background collisions are not included. The ramp implemented is linear
in the secular frequencies, see Fig. 6.3a. In the presented simulations the trajectories
are calculated with a resolution of 1.3 ns. For evaluation of the data, however, it is
advantageous to save computational resources by using a step size of 1.3µs, since the
characteristic time scale set by the trap frequencies is on the order of a few tens of
microseconds. Laser cooling is implemented as a uniform travelling wave in all three
dimensions represented by the parameter η defined in Eq. 6.5, damping out the ion
motion induced by the random kicks to thermal equilibrium.
The time evolution of the system is split into two intervals, one of which represents
the quench t1 = 2τQ and the second, t2, describes the relaxation of the system after
the quench as governed by the dissipative force of the cooling laser, see Fig. 6.3a. To
investigate the scaling of the kink density, the simulation is repeated several hundred
times for each quench time and the statistics are evaluated.
The kink detector algorithm3 scans the coordinates at each time step, evaluates the
relative positions of neighbouring ions along the trap axis, and gives out a function that
can take three possible values: f(ri, ri+1) = {1, 0,−1}, with i = 1...Nion−1. In a regular
zigzag pattern each ion will always be on the opposite site of the symmetry axis from its
neighbours, thus giving: fzz(ri, ri+1) = {(−1)i, (−1)i+1} depending on the orientation of
the pattern. However, in the case of a kink, this alternating pattern has a discontinuity,
i.e. two consecutive values with the same sign for an odd kink and a zero in the case of
an extended kink, see Fig. 6.3b.
trap axis
x
time
a) b)
t1 t +t1 2
wrad
wax
Figure 6.3: a) Scheme of the simulated quench. The ramp during t1 = 2τQ is linear in
secular frequency. After the ramp the system relaxes for the duration t2. To obtain sta-
tistical information this sequence is repeated between 250 and 3000 times. b) Schematic
illustration of the kink detection in the simulated data. The algorithm scans the ion
positions and gives discrete values fzz(ri, ri+1) for each pair of neighbouring ions, see
text. In the case of a kink the regular zigzag pattern is interrupted, as indicated by the
red lines. The outer regions of the crystal are ignored as an additional condition.
To analyze the dynamics of defects, the detection routine scans all recorded time
steps of a simulation giving two important statistical outcomes. The first is the number
3For a detailed description, see [88].
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of kinks that are created during the quench and thus accounted for by the KZM (in
the following referred to as created kinks). The second is the number of kinks that
is accessible in the experiment (in the following referred to as surviving kinks). The
acquisition time of the camera is limited to a few tens of milliseconds, but the quench
happens on the order of a few hundred microseconds or less. Therefore only kinks can
be observed that survive until the aquisition time. As seen in Fig. 6.4, which shows
simulated kink density as a function of time, there is a plateau in the kink density after
the quench which indicates kinks that are stable long enough to be detected by the
camera. Interestingly, this is not equal to the number of created kinks, which are partly
lost due to several reasons that will be explained later.
Figure 6.4: Time evolution of the kink density in the simulations [88]. The kink detector
counts defects at each time step of the simulation (step size: 1.3µs) for all sequences
with the same quench time. Dividing this by the total number of quenches yields the
kink density as a function of time (blue line). The quench is indicated by the red line.
a) A simulation with 2τQ = 30µs. Clearly visible is the peak of kinks created during the
quench and the plateau of stable kinks. b) A simulation with 2τQ = 80µs. The losses
after the peak of created kinks is negligibly small, indicating that in this regime it should
be possible to measure a scaling due to KZM. c) A simulation with 2τQ = 250µs. Here,
again losses are visible, this time during the quench. Reasons for the losses are given in
Sec.6.3.3)
6.3.2 KZM regimes
A set of simulations has been carried out for a wide range of τQ in order to find regimes
that are accessible with the experimental setup in this work, yielding the graph shown
in Fig. 6.5.
Plotted are the densities of created kinks for different quench times and the axial
trap frequency ωax suggested as an experimentally feasible parameter. On the left side,
for slow quenches, the scaling is comparable to the one derived in Eq. 6.8 accounting for
the DIKZM regime in which only one or no kink is created per quench. When increasing
the speed of the quench, the scaling changes to a value similar to the one given for the
IKZM regime. On the right the quench is fast enough that during the entire quench
the front velocity is higher than the sound velocity. Here, even in an inhomogeneous
system, due to the fast quench the homogeneous KZM [76] is recovered. For even faster
quenches a plateau is reached, which is accounted for by the finite size of the system
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Figure 6.5: Density of created kinks plotted against quench time. For different ranges
a change in the slope can be seen. On the left, for slow quenches, a steep slope of 8/3 is
indicated (dashed line), suggesting kink probabilities of less than unity per realization.
As the kink density increases with faster quenches, the scaling decreases to a value close
to 4/3 (solid line), as determined by the IKZM. Increasing the quench rate further leads
to a decrease of the slope to about 1/3 (dotted line) indicating that the velocity of
the critical front exceeds the sound velocity over the whole crystal, thus recovering the
homogeneous KZM regime. The friction is η = 1.5× 10−20 kg s−1 in this simulations.
and kink-kink interactions. As already indicated in Fig 6.4 and as will be shown in the
following section, not all of these regimes are accessible to the experiments.
6.3.3 Loss mechanisms
Not all regimes are accessible in the experiment for distinct reasons. A kink is stable
because it does not have enough kinetic energy to pass a barrier, that is set by the
Peierls-Nabarro potential [89], which builds up during the quench. For fast quenches
a high amount of kinetic energy is brought into the system, enough for the kink to
overcome the potential barrier and leave the zigzag structure. This mechanism is found
to be sensitive to the laser cooling friction coefficient, see Fig. 6.6. The higher the
dissipative force, the faster the system relaxes into thermal equilibrium, again providing
a stable environment for the defects.
For slow quenches, when the speed of the front of the phase transition is comparable
to the speed with which a defect can move within the ion crystal, losses can occur due to
the inhomogeneity of the system. A kink created in the central region experiences only a
low potential barrier, because the zigzag pattern is not yet completely developed. Moving
faster than the front, the kink escapes the zigzag pattern to the ends of the crystal. This
mechanism does not depend on the friction, see Fig. 6.6. Looking at Fig. 6.4c, the losses
occur within a time of about 40µs or less, which corresponds to about one oscillation
period at the axial trap frequency of ωax/(2pi) ∼ 25 kHz.
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Figure 6.6: Kink density plotted against quench time for different friction parameters
η: 1.5× 10−20 kg s−1 (circles), 6.0× 10−21 kg s−1 (pentagons), 4.0× 10−21 kg s−1 (inverted
triangles) and 3.0 × 10−21 kg s−1 (triangles). The filled symbols show the density of
created kinks and the hollow symbols show the density of surviving kinks. The friction
dependent losses of created kinks for fast quenches is due to excitation of the Coulomb
crystal through the quench. For higher friction the motional damping is stronger and
additional kinetic energy is dissipated, thus reducing the losses. The losses occurring at
slow quenches appear to be independent from the friction. In this region a kink created
during the quench can leave the not fully developed zigzag structure by passing the
critical front.
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Apart from these mechanisms, there is another property of the defects that should
be considered. In case a pair of defects, naturally a kink and an anti-kink given the
topological structure, is created they will annihilate when moving through the crystal.
This is the case in particular for the extended kinks, which experience a Peierls-Nabarro
potential that has a local minimum in the center of the crystal and a shallow modulation
with periodicity of the inter-ion spacing. Thus, two kinks that are created away from the
center and have sufficient thermal energy to overcome the shallow potential barriers of
individual ions, they will move towards the center and annihilate. For an odd kink the
Peierls-Nabarro potential has a local maximum in the crystal center and higher energy
barriers between individual ions. For these kinks it is more probable to be stabilized
within the zigzag. As soon as their thermal energy is high enough, they will move
towards the edges of the crystal and dissapear.
To determine at which point the kink density becomes larger than d1 in the simu-
lations shown the absolute number of kinks is not counted, but rather the detection is
limited to one kink per quench. Figure 6.7 shows the data of Fig. 6.5 in a closeup of the
region, where the absolute density becomes larger than d1. From this, a separation be-
tween the IKZM and the regime with an assumed doubled scaling coefficient is obtained.
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Figure 6.7: Kink density plotted against quench time. Here the kink detector is mod-
ified, such that it counts all kinks created (blue circles) or only detects one kink per
quench regardless of the occurrence of other kinks (red rhombs). Visible is the region
within which no more than one kink is detected in the ion chain, giving a distinction
between the inhomogeneous KZM and the doubled IKZM regime in this system.
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6.4 Experimental realization
6.4.1 Measurement sequence and parameters
The experimental realization of the described phenomenon is as follows. About 30 ions
are loaded into the trap and shuttled from the loading segment (segment 3 in Fig. 3.1) into
the spectroscopy segment (segment 1), which is protected from atomic contamination, by
switching the dc voltages Ut,i. To drive the phase transition, the rf voltage is modulated
with a control signal as shown in Fig. 6.8.
Figure 6.8: Schematic of the experimental sequence. To induce defect formation the
radial trapping potential is quenched across the point of the linear-zigzag phase transi-
tion. For this, the rf voltage is lowered linearly, modulating the rf signal, as described in
Sec. 4.5, with a control signal as shown. After the quench a picture is recorded with an
exposure time of 40 ms (indicated by the grey area) and the trapping potential ramped
up to the initial value. After one second the sequence is repeated.
First, a ramp linear in Urf is applied with variable duration tramp = 2τQ, followed by
a detection time of tdet ≈ 50 ms in which a picture is taken with an exposure time of
40 ms for the presented measurements. Then the rf voltage is raised back to the initial
value allowing the Coulomb crystal to relax to thermal equilibrium. This sequence is
repeated with a period of tcycle ≈ 1 s in order to obtain statistical information.
In principle this sequence can be arbitrarily repeated, but in practice there is a
limitation due to collisions of the ions with the background gas. These lead to the
creation of, for example, 172YbOH+ molecules with a rate on the order of minutes, that
have an additional mass mOH and experience a different ponderomotive potential, thus
breaking the symmetry of the ion chain. To obtain sufficient statistics without the
influence of molecules a new ion chain is loaded after molecules are created. In total
several series of pictures (runs) with different ion ensembles are taken adding up to
200...4000 pictures for each quench time.
The radial trap parameters used in the measurements are given in Tab. 6.1. The axial
trap frequency is ωax = 2pi×(24.6±0.5) kHz measured repeatably over several months. In
order to confine the ions in a two-dimensional plane an asymmetry of the radial trapping
potential of about 30 % is introduced by applying Ut ≈ 0.5 V. For cooling and detection
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the beam H2 was used expanded in the horizontal dimension by a factor of about 10 with
respect to the vertical dimension with a cylindrical lens of f = −50 mm. With these
beam parameters wvert ≈ 80µm and whor ≈ 8 mm, and a power of PH2 ≈ (630± 30)µW
at a detuning ∆ ≈ −Γ/2 the saturation parameter amounts to about s ≈ 1. Assuming
a single traveling wave this yields a friction coefficient of about η ≈ 7× 1021 kg s−1.
radial axes ωlin/(2pi) (kHz) ωtrans./(2pi) (kHz) ωodd/(2pi) (kHz) ωext/(2pi) (kHz)
1 500 275 204 140
2 517 315 255 200
Table 6.1: Radial trap frequencies measured before the quench ωlin, near the point of the
phase transition ωtrans. (when the first ions start to break out of the linear configuration)
and after the quench. Depending on the depth of the quench the two defects can be
produced reliably. For shallow zigzag structures at ωodd the odd kink is stable. Decreas-
ing the radial confinement further to ωext, the extended kink becomes the favourable
configuration.
With a magnification of the camera of V ≈ 28 an area with length of about 295µm
is imaged, allowing images of ion crystals with about 29 ions.
6.4.2 Controlled quench of the order parameter
Several tests were made to determine the correct experimental slope of the rf voltage
ramp. For each ramp time the monitor voltage Umon of the helical resonator is recorded
and a linear function with slope sreal is fitted around the point of the phase transition,
see Fig. 6.9.
This slope is compared to an ideal linear function with slope sideal when going from
the initial to the final rf voltage within the ramp time. Due to the characteristics of the
rf mixer that is used for modulation of the rf voltage, the fitted slope deviates from the
ideal slope by a few percent. In order to compare the simulations with the experimental
data, the “real” ramp time is deduced by treal = sideal/sreal · tideal with an error from the
fit of σsreal = 5 %.
Another characteristic of the ramp, also evident in Fig. 6.9, is the smoothened edges
at the beginning and the end of the slope. This is the response of the helical resonator,
which acts as a bandpass filter to the linear ramp. The time constant τhel ≈ 7µs of the
resonator4 practically limits the shortest ramp that can be applied to the rf voltage in
this setup in order to obtain a linear function near the phase transition. For longer ramp
times (including all of the ramp times used in these results) this behaviour becomes
negligible.
In addition, the secular frequencies are measured as a function of the rf voltage in
order to verify the linearity of the ramp in units of the radial trap frequency. The
4The time constant is obtained by fitting an exponential function to the response signal of a step
function: Umon(t) = Umon(0) e
−t/τhel .
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Figure 6.9: Monitor signal of the helical resonator (grey line) recorded during a quench
with a set value of 2τQ = 105µs (red line). The characteristics of the rf mixer lead to a
change in the ramp of the rf signal from the intended ramp, which is fitted (blue line)
in order to obtain the effective linearized ramp time at the critical point (area between
dashed lines).
data are fitted with the analytical expression for the trap frequencies (see Eq. 5.1) and
compared to an approximated linear function, which connects directly the initial and
final values. The slope of this linear approximation deviates by less than two percent
from the analytical expression around the region of the phase transition.
6.4.3 Kink detection and data analysis
For comparison pictures are recorded with and without molecules in the crystal, but for
the KZM statistics only the pictures without the molecules are selected. The recorded
pictures are inspected manually and the following information is extracted:
• kink/no kink
• molecule/no molecule
• kink position: left/center/right
The definition of the position of a kink in the zigzag is illustrated in Fig. 6.11. It shows
that the ratio of ion pairs (as identified by the lines) left and right from the kink center
should be 4 : 6 ≤ Nleft/Nright ≤ 6 : 4 for a kink to be considered in the center.
After collecting the information from the pictures, statistical analysis of the data is
carried out. For each run5 i the kink density di is determined:
di =
Nk,i
Np,i
, (6.10)
5Remember: series of pictures shot with one ion ensemble without reloading.
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Figure 6.10: Radial secular frequencies measured for different rf voltages: at the initial
and final points of the rf ramp and around the point of the phase transition. The
uncertainty of this point (grey bar) is due to the fluctuating ion number for individual
runs Nion = 29±2. The dark coloured lines show a fit to the data with Eq. 5.1. These are
compared with linear functions (light coloured lines), that are obtained by connecting
the initial with the final values and a deviation in the slope of less than two percent is
found at the region of the phase transition.
Figure 6.11: Definition of the position of a kink in the ion crystal.
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with the number of detected kinks per run Nk,i and the number of pictures taken per
run Np,i.
For each quench time τQ several runs nrun are recorded in order to obtain a higher
statistical weight of the data, in particular for slow quenches where the kink probabilities
are lower. The individual runs are combined by calculating a mean kink density dm with
the number of pictures in each run used as a weighting factor:
dm =
1
N
nrun∑
i=1
(Np,i di) with N =
nrun∑
i=1
Np,i. (6.11)
Two contributions to the error of this mean kink density are considered:
σdm =
√
σ2sys + σ
2
stat (6.12)
The first and more significant contribution is the scatter σsys of the densities drun,i for the
individual runs i. This scatter mainly accounts for the uncertainty of the experimental
conditions from one run the next, like fluctuations of the axial trap frequency, the ion
number or in the cooling laser power. Because it is difficult to quantify the dependency
of the kink density on systematic parameters in this regime, the uncertainty is given as
the standard error of the weighted mean dm:
σsys =
σs√
nrun
, (6.13)
with the sample standard deviation σs, which is calculated as:
σs =
√√√√ N
N 2 − P
nrun∑
i=1
[
Np,i (drun,i − dm)2
]
with P =
nrun∑
i=1
N2p,i. (6.14)
The normalization is adjusted for small sample sizes and the number of pictures is used
as a weighting factor for the individual runs.
The second contribution accounts for the statistical uncertainty assuming a binomial
distribution of the data:
σstat =
√
dm(1− dm)
N . (6.15)
This contribution is usually much smaller than the scatter σsys and only becomes sig-
nificant when the number of runs is very small (about 2...4) and the scatter is heavily
underestimated.
6.5 Results
6.5.1 KZM scaling
For the KZM scaling a total of about 26000 pictures were taken over different quench
times. The result is compared to simulations with varying friction coefficients, see
Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Kink density measured against quench time and compared to simulations
with different friction parameters: 6.0× 10−21 kg s−1 (pentagons), 4.0× 10−21 kg s−1 (in-
verted triangles), 3.0×10−21 kg s−1 (triangles) and 2.5×10−21 kg s−1 (squares). An expo-
nential fit weighted with the errors of the data in the region −2.6 ≤ − ln(ωaxτQ) ≤ −1.9
yields an exponent of 2.67± 0.25.
First, a good agreement of the measurement with the simulated data of created
kinks is visible at η ≈ (2.5...3) × 10−21 kg s−1 over the full parameter range. Second,
the independence of the simulated data of created kinks from the friction parameter
provides evidence that the system is in the underdamped regime, see Fig. 6.6. Fitting
a power-law function ddet = a (ωaxτQ)
−b to the experimental data yields a scaling of the
density of detected defects of bexp = 2.67±0.25 in that region. In the fit, the data points
are weighted by their errors. A least quares test is done to test the quality of the fit,
yielding a reduced residual sum of squares of χ2red = 1.2.
Furthermore, the simulated data shown in Fig. 6.6 are analyzed in terms of scaling
of the defect density. Here, a fit to the density of created kinks in the region −3.2 <
− ln(ωaxτQ) < −2 yields a scaling of bsim = 2.63± 0.13.
Both results are in contradiction to the predicted scaling in the IKZM regime [71] by
about a factor of two. This motivates the theoretical investigation of a doubling of the
IKZM scaling in the regime where the correlation length is on the order of the size of
the system and only a maximum of one defect is created per quench.
The simulated data in Fig. 6.7 demonstrated that the presented measurements were
carried out in this regime.
In conclusion, this experiment demonstrated the creation of defects in structural
phase transitions in harmonically confined Coulomb crystals. It provides experimental
data that can be used to test theories of non-equilibrium dynamics during symmetry
breaking phase transitions in inhomogeneous systems with well known parameters and
boundary conditions. Thus, it paves the way for tests of KZM in a regime that is
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experimentally well controlled and readily accessible.
6.5.2 Kink lifetime
To support the experimental data, the lifetime of the kinks in the trap has been esti-
mated. For this additional measurement, a crystal with from a Coulomb crystal with
Nion = 31 is trapped and after each quench with τQ = 50µs a series of 20 pictures is
taken each having an exposure time of 40 ms. In each series the number of pictures in
which a kink is detected is evaluated, only taking those series into account where the kink
appears from the first picture. Presumably, these kinks are created during the quench
(“spontaneous” kink creation is described later in this section). In Fig. 6.13 the number
of surviving kinks is plotted over time.
Figure 6.13: Measured lifetime of kinks in the trap. Plotted is the number of surviving
kinks per time interval. The fit is the exponential function N(t) = N0 e
−t/τl yielding a
time constant of τl = (1.6 ± 0.1) s. The losses of defects are due to collisions with the
background gas.
Application of an exponential fit N(t) = N0 e
−t/τl yields N0 = 44 ± 1 and a time
constant of τl = (1.6± 0.1) s. This yields a rate of lost kinks of about 2 % in 40 ms. This
value is well within the relative error of about 10 % of the measured kink densities and
is thus negligible in the presented measurements.
The main reason for losses of kinks from the trap is collisions with background gas.
To estimate a collision rate, a number of picture series has been recorded holding the
radial potential constant in the zigzag configuration. In this way, a rate of 1 spontaneous
kink in 67 s observation time is observed. Transformed into kink density this yields a
value of dsp ≈ 0.0007 (ln(dsp) ≈ −7.4), which can be neglected in the data shown in
Fig. 6.12.
Chapter 7
Summary and outlook
In this work, the design of a segmented linear Paul trap was introduced and optimized for
the operation in a multi-ion optical clock. Here, mixed-species Coulomb crystals are used
with 115In+ as clock ions sympathetically cooled by 172Yb+ ions. The latter is furthermore
used as a test system for the characterization of the trap and the experimental apparatus.
From FEM calculations, an optimized geometry could be derived together with an
estimate for the required machining and alignment tolerances. Further estimations were
done to give an upper boundary of tolerable rf phase shifts between separate electrodes
that otherwise lead to non-vanishing rf electric fields and hence excess micromotion.
From material considerations for the trap wafers, AlN emerged with the most desirable
electric and thermal properties, as well as the need for elaborate machining processes.
For the use in a first prototype Rogers 4350BTM turned out to be readily available with
suitable properties. Two prototype traps could be assembled and put into operation.
The experimental apparatus to test the prototype trap was introduced. Here, the all-
diode laser based optical setup for 172Yb+ as the atomic test system may be emphasized.
The vacuum system was optimized to easily change the traps, versatile optical access
for the used lasers and for characterizing trap structures in all dimensions in terms of rf
fields. The detection scheme was set up for single-photon detection, as well as for spatial
resolution of Coulomb crystals. The introduced high-Q helical resonator is designed
for low-power rf feed of the trap and the presented dc control unit for low-noise and
high-precision control of the ions in terms of micromotion compensation.
RF photon-correlation spectroscopy was implemented as the tool to measure excess
micromotion in the traps and characterize them in terms of residual axial rf fields. With
the presented setup a sensitivity to micromotion-induced systematic frequency shifts of
|(∆ν/ν)mm| ≤ 10−19 could be demonstrated, suitable for the trap characterization with
envisaged residual frequency shifts of less than 10−18 over a large trapping region.
Both prototype traps were successfully set into operation and characterized in terms
of excess micromotion. The measured axial fields were found to be in accordance with
the FEM calculations considering machining tolerances of the trap parts. Here, a clear
distinction can be made between the two traps in terms of the used fabrication techniques.
The trap with the laser machined parts exhibit a smaller deviation from the calculated
values, which assume zero tolerance. In the case of the milled trap, the derivation to
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the calculations is about a factor of two larger compared to the laser cut trap, which is
accounted for by the lower precision in machining.
As for the measurements on the linear to zigzag phase transition in 172Yb+ Coulomb
crystals, a measurement scheme was demonstrated to investigate scaling laws of the
rate of defects formed during the phase transition depending on the rate at which the
transition occurs. The obtained results show good agreement to numerical simulations,
which were also used to study kink dynamics directly after the phase transition, a regime
that is not accessible with the experiment. The results may give rise to new possible
regimes for the KZM in inhomogeneous systems with finite size. They are supported by
the results of other experiments in similar, as well as different physical systems.
For the measurements regarding KZM scaling in the linear to zigzag phase transition,
several scenarios are at hand for the near future.
First, to further support the existing data, measurements could be attempted in the
inhomogeneous KZM regime, where the kink density is not limited by a maximum of one
defect per quench, and to directly observe a scaling that is predicted within the KZM.
For this to be realized, several aspects need to be considered: reduction of defect losses
for fast quenches by increasing the friction1, measuring statistics of odd kinks instead of
extended kinks, which easily annihilate due to the shape of the Peierls-Nabarro potential,
see Sec. 6.3.3, and increasing the system size in the zigzag region (increase Nion) in order
to reduce interaction between odd kinks.
Figure 7.1: Spatial distribution of kinks detected along the crystal. Compared are kinks
where no molecules are present (light blue) with kinks in the presence of molecules (dark
blue). The error bars are calculated assuming a binomial distribution of the number of
kinks. The asymmetry in the number of kinks counted on the left and right end could
be explained by light-forces that act on the cooled 172Yb+ ions but not on the molecules,
thus pushing the ions to the right, which displaces the molecules to the left.
1This is to a certain extent possible by increasing the cooling laser intensity in this experiment. In
another setup the use of lighter ion species is possible.
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Second, the inevitable occurrence of molecular ions due to background gas collisions
leads to interesting studies of kink dynamics. For example, a molecule could be thought
of as a seed for kinks, as a statistical analysis of pictures with Coulomb crystals containing
molecules indicates. Here, the kink density increases for slow quenches compared to the
kink densities measured without molecules, as shown in Fig. 6.12.
Furthermore, the fact that the heavier molecules experience a lower rf confinement
may lead to a modification of the Peierls-Nabarro potential, such that a local minimum
occurs at the position of the molecule, thus stabilizing the kink. This behaviour is
indicated by the analysis shown in Fig. 7.1. Here, the spatial distribution of the number
of detected kinks is plotted, according to the definition of location given in Fig. 6.11. The
same data as for the statistical analysis in Ch. 6 are plotted as kinks without molecules
(light blue boxes). Data not included in the KZM analysis due to the appearance of
molecules are plotted as such (dark blue boxes). As the Peierls-Nabarro potential for
extended kinks shows a local minimum in the center of the ion crystal the kinks are
almost exclusively detected in the center of the trap, indicating the migration of kinks
created at the sides of the crystal2. In contrast to that, the kinks that are created while
a molecule is present in the crystal, are nearly equally distributed over the length of the
zigzag. First simulations indicate that a molecule rather stops a kink than to act as a
seed. Nevertheless, it can alter the kink density depending on the mass of the molecule
and moreover its position in the crystal. As the creation of kinks seems to be suppressed
in the center, its probability increases towards the edges of the crystal.
As a future perspective for the acquisitions of this work in terms of the trap devel-
opment several points may be named.
Within the current setup, magnetic field measurements may be carried out in all
three trap segments in order to characterize the field distribution within the prototype
trap to evaluate the influence of external stray fields and field gradients, for example
due to the ion-getter pump and the earth-magnetic field. This is important to give an
estimate of the uncertainties depending on inhomogeneous magnetic fields and the size
of the ion chains.
With compensation of the magnetic fields, detailed spectroscopy of the 2F7/2 ↔
1[5/2]5/2 transition of
172Yb+ may be done, in order to provide experimental data on the
level structure of this theoretically non-trivial transition.
In terms of trap development, the realization of an ion trap based on AlN wafers with
fully non-magnetic parts comes within reach, as laser cutting and coating techniques are
currently optimized. The rigid structure together with low machining tolerances should
lead to further reduction of axial rf fields due to machining tolerances. Currently under
investigation is the heat distribution in a Rogers 4305TM model trap. This will help to
estimate the uncertainty of frequency shifts due to blackbody radiation and is expected
to be significantly reduced in an AlN based trap.
The first successful loading and trapping of mixed 172Yb+/115In+ Coulomb crystals
(see Fig. 7.2) allows for the detailed experimental analysis of the crystal mode structure
as a prerequisite to efficient sub-Doppler cooling, which is an inevitable step forward for
2As this should happen on time scales given by the axial trap frequency, this dynamics cannot be
resolved with exposure times of tens of milliseconds.
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recoil-free clock spectroscopy. This will be done with the stable laser which is currently
being set up to drive the 2D5/2 ↔ 2S1/2 transition.
Mastering these preparatory tasks, paves the way towards versatile quantum sen-
sors incorporated by laser cooled Coulomb crystals that can be manipulated in a well-
controlled environment. These may find applications in optical frequency standards
based on many 115In+ ions or precision spectroscopy with unprecedented resolution.
Portable systems allow for applications in geodesy and navigation in space on a new
level.
Figure 7.2: Coulomb crystal with 172Yb+ ions fluorescing at 369 nm and sympatheti-
cally cooled 115In+ ions (indicated by white circles). The indium ions are confirmed by
measuring the mass-dependent secular modes of the crystal via parametric excitation.
Appendix A
DC control schematic
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